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ABSTRACT 

The primary focus of this research is to evaluate whether laser scanning and 

digital imaging can provide a reliable means to collect essential rock mass data. 

Simulated and field case studies were conducted to determine if fracture orientation data 

(dip angle and dip direction) can be accurately estimated from a laser generated three - 

dimensional point cloud. Orientations measured with a Brunton Compass were compared 

to values derived from point clouds. The difference in dip direction was within three 

degrees and as high as twelve degrees for the dip angle. When fracture sets were 

estimated for both field and laser data, good correlation in mean set orientation and set 

distribution was observed. Some sets recorded during field mapping were absent in stereo 

plots of laser derived data due to a shadow zone created during scanning. This indicated 

that scanning from multiple locations is necessary to reduce potentially missed data. This 

thesis also investigated whether the newly proposed Digital Rock Mass Rating (DRMR) 

system could classify rock masses similar to established systems such as the Geological 

Strength Index (GSI). The seven DRMR parameters, fracture spacing, length, large -scale 

roughness, block volume, rock bridge percent, and rock mass texture were calculated for 

images of poor to good rock masses. When DRMR values were compared to GSI ratings 

estimated during field work, good correlation was seen for good quality rock masses (GSI 

between 40 and 60). The DRMR overestimated ratings for outcrops with GSI values less 

than 40, indicating that the rating system may not be applicable for poor quality rock 

masses. Additional case studies are needed to further validate the DRMR classification 

system. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

In order for any structure to be safely built in a rock mass, an adequate 

understanding of the rock mass properties is essential. Achieving this understanding 

requires a sufficient amount of rock mass data to be collected. This can be a very 

challenging task due to the inherently variable nature of rock. Traditional methods used 

to characterize a rock mass can make it difficult to capture all the variations present and 

are often hindered by time, safety, and access issues. Thus, the need for a new method 

that can increase the quantity of data and be conducted in a fast and safe manner becomes 

apparent. In this thesis, laser scanning and digital imaging, will be presented as a means 

to meet the limitations encountered with traditional techniques. 

1.1 Purpose 

Proper engineering in rock masses necessitates an appropriate knowledge of 

discontinuity characteristics. This requires data such as fracture orientation, length, 

spacing and roughness to be measured. Traditional methods used to collect such data 

include scanline surveys and cell mapping. In a scanline survey, a tape measure is placed 

against the rock face and properties of every fracture that intersects the tape are measured 
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(Priest 1993). For cell mapping, a square or rectangular area is marked off on the rock 

face and fracture properties for each joint set or fault are measured (Priest 1993). 

Although these traditional methods have been successfully utilized for many years, new 

technologies such as laser scanning and digital imaging can provide an alternative 

method for collecting essential discontinuity data. 

A LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) laser scanner is a device that uses an 

optical pulse or light to remotely measure thousands of three- dimensional (3D) 

coordinate points for any object or surface. The collection of these coordinate points, 

also called a point cloud, renders a 3D model of the scanned object. Thus, when laser 

scanning is completed for a rock mass, a variety of discontinuity data can potentially be 

obtained from the 3D model (point cloud). This research specifically focuses on 

extracting orientation data (dip and dip direction) for fracture surfaces captured in the 

point cloud of a rock mass. 

Digital imaging is a technique that can describe a variety of photo analysis 

applications. For example, photogrammetry is the process of generating a 3D model from 

a series of digital images. In this research, digital imaging specifically implies measuring 

rock mass data (fracture length, spacing, large -scale roughness, block size, rock bridge 

percent and rock mass texture) from a two -dimensional (2D) image of a rock mass. 
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Both laser scanning and digital imaging offer many solutions to limitations 

encountered with traditional rock mass characterization techniques. Since performing 

cell mapping or scanlines requires field personnel to have direct contact with the slope 

face, access problems are the first to arise. With the rare exception of employing 

repelling, access to the upper portions of a rock mass is usually not possible. Thus the 

lower portions of the rock mass is typically the only area that is surveyed. Additionally, 

due to difficult terrain surrounding the rock mass, access to the slope face can sometimes 

be completely impossible. A solution to these problems can be found by using 

alternative techniques, such as laser scanning and digital imaging. When these 

techniques are employed to collect rock mass data, they are conducted remotely and 

hence, there is generally no limitation to the area that can be analyzed. For example, the 

Optec ILRIS 3D laser scanner has the capability of generating point clouds for objects up 

to 800 meters away (Johannsson, 2002). Therefore, the scanner can potentially capture 

discontinuity data needed in a dam abutment design from across the canyon. 

An additional problem associated with traditional techniques is the safety of field 

personnel conducting the survey. Unstable slopes present dangerous rock fall hazards and 

benched slopes give rise to falling hazards. Additionally, personnel conducting a field 

survey in open -pit and underground mines can interfere with operations, thus exposing 

them to risks associated with large equipment. All of these safety issues can be 
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significantly reduced or even eliminated by using alternative techniques that collect rock 

mass data remotely. 

Characterizing a rock mass by means of traditional methods is a very time 

consuming process. Even for experienced field personnel, one 15 meter scanline can take 

up to an hour to complete. Therefore, if the area of exposed rock is extensive, a 

comprehensive survey requiring many scanlines at numerous locations could take several 

days. It has been directly observed by the work conducted in this study, that field time 

can be significantly reduced when using alternative techniques. One laser scan can 

capture fracture data for an entire, moderately sized slope in about 20 minutes. When 

digital imaging techniques are employed, images of the slope can be collected in about 10 

minutes. 

Another time related issue associated with traditional techniques is data reduction. 

It may take hours or days to enter field data into a computer and calculate parameters 

required for modeling. Data collected by laser scanning and digital imaging are already in 

electronic format. Thus, these techniques have the potential to significantly reduce the 

time associated with data reduction and provide a smooth and quick transition from field 

data to modeling input parameters. 
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One final issue that results from scanline and cell mapping is human bias and 

human error. For example, during cell mapping, field personnel do not commonly 

measure the orientation of every fracture that occurs within the cell. They typically 

measure one fracture that by their estimate is the average orientation of the joint set. This 

creates human bias as well as error. Another source of human error can occur when 

determining the dip angle with a Brunton Compass. When the dip angle is measured, 

field personnel establish the steepest inclination of the fracture surface through visual 

inspection. If the steepest angle is chosen incorrectly, the measured dip angle will be an 

apparent dip, not a true dip (Feng, 2001). Therefore, by implementing semi -automatic or 

automatic collection techniques for data captured by laser scanning or digital imaging, 

sampling procedures can be standardized and human bias /error can be reduced or 

eliminated (Kemeny et al., 2004). 

1.2 Objectives 

As previously discussed, there are several problems and limitations associated 

with traditional rock mass classification methods that laser scanning and digital imaging 

can potentially reduce or eliminate. Other techniques such as photogrammetry (Gaich, 

2003), geophysics (Boadu, 1997) and hyperspectral imagers (Bowers, 2002 and Taylor et 

al., 2001) also offer some similar benefits. However, these techniques are not included in 

this thesis. The objective of this research is to thoroughly evaluate the application of laser 
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scanning and digital imaging in order to better understand their capabilities and 

shortcomings in terms of rock mass characterization. 

Utilizing a LiDAR laser scanner to predict fracture orientation generally depends 

on the ability of the scanner to create an accurate 3D model of the rock mass and the 

methods used in delineating and orientating fracture surfaces from the model. This 

research will address these issues by evaluating results from several simulated and field 

case studies. Procedures used for orientating fracture planes in a point cloud will be 

assessed by comparing hand measured orientations to laser predicted results. Scanning 

outcrops comprised of a variety of rock types will provide a means to investigate 

potential sources of error associated with a laser -generated 3D model of a rock mass. A 

recently developed point cloud processing software that automatically delineates 

fractures will also be presented in this thesis. The ability of the software to accurately 

identify fracture surfaces will be tested by comparing results to manually delineated 

surfaces. 

Currently, limited studies have been conducted for using laser scanning as a 

method of estimating fracture orientation. Such studies have generally focused on 

exploring the optimum procedures for extracting orientation data rather than evaluating 

the accuracy of the results. This thesis will therefore focus on the precision of orientation 
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data derived from point clouds in addition to presenting a new method for automatically 

delineating surfaces within the cloud. 

In contrast to laser scanning, digital imaging is widely used for collecting a 

variety of rock mass data. Measuring data such as discontinuity length, spacing, large - 

scale roughness and block size from an image is a common application in the field of 

geological engineering. This research will introduce procedures for calculating such 

discontinuity data from digital images collected of a variety of rock types. These case 

studies will help assess sources of error due to image resolution, trace delineation and 

lighting conditions. Besides measuring standard discontinuity properties, this research 

will introduce new methods for quantifying rock mass texture and rock bridges (the piece 

of intact rock separated by fractures). During the composition of this thesis, no published 

material for estimating rock mass texture and bridges from a digital image was found. 

In addition to simply estimating discontinuity and rock mass data from a digital 

image, this research will also evaluate the newly proposed rock mass classification 

system called the Digital Rock Mass Rating (DRMR). The DRMR uses basic image 

processing procedures and calculations to estimate a rock mass classification rating solely 

from a digital image (Kemeny et al., 2004). The ability of the DRMR to accurately 
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classify rock masses will be assessed by comparing calculated results to other widely 

excepted classification systems. 

In general, the limitations of both laser scanning and digital imaging will be 

explored by conducting studies at field sites with a range in rock quality, area of exposed 

rock and access restrictions. Results from these case studies will also help determine 

which rock mass properties cannot be measured from each technique and provide a 

framework for their most efficient applications. In conclusion, this research aims to better 

quantify the reliability of these two alternative techniques in order to help define their 

applicability for designing structures in rock masses. 

1.3 Previous and Current Studies 

Determining rock mass characteristics from alternative techniques has been a 

topic of research since the 1960's. In 1963, Linkwitz was the first to measure fracture 

orientations using a photo -theodolite and a mechanical stereoscope (Gaich et al., 2003). 

Three years later, a second field study was conducted by Rengers at a quarry near Liege, 

Belgium. Rengers successfully calculated fracture orientations (within a 3 degree error 

for dip direction and 6 degree error in dip angle) from stereo photographs taken 20 meters 
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from the rock face (Rengers, 1967). The following sections will summarize pervious and 

current studies that have utilized lasers and digital images to collect rock mass data. 

1.3.1 Laser Applications 

As previously mentioned, a LiDAR laser scanner is a device that uses an optical 

pulse or light to remotely measures thousands of 3D coordinate points for any object or 

surface. Specific details on how the scanner operates will be explained in the upcoming 

chapter. The collection of these coordinate points renders a 3D model or point cloud of 

the scanned object. An example of a point cloud is illustrated in Figure 1 -1. It should be 

mentioned that photogrammetry is an alternative method to LiDAR for the generation of 

point cloud models (Pollefeys et al., 2000). However, photogrammetry techniques are not 

included in this research. 
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Figure 1 -1. Example point cloud of a chair generated by a LiDAR laser scanner. 

The first applications of LiDAR scanners were on aircrafts in the 1970's for 

atmospheric and oceanic studies. Airborne LiDAR was used to measure the concentration 

and distribution of aerosols in the stratosphere (Fernald et al., 1975; Fernald et al., 1977; 

Werner et al., 1978) and water depths in the ocean (Abbott et al, 1975; Kim et al., 1975). 

Today, oceanic applications of airborne LiDAR have expanded to include navigation 

hazard mapping for nautical charting and a variety of coastal management issues 

(Wozencraft, 2002; Revell and Marra, 2002). Digital Terrain Models (DTMs), Digital 

Elevation Models (DEMs), and contour maps are now commonly generated from 

airborne LiDAR data because of its high accuracy and ability to penetrate through canopy 

(Petzold, et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2003). 
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In the civil engineering industry, ground -based LiDAR has replaced traditional 

survey techniques such as total station and geographical positioning systems (GPS). 

Feng and Roshoff (2004) presented research where laser scanning was used to generate 

cross -sections and estimate water leakage, drainage and grouting volumes for a road 

tunnel. Other future applications include monitoring earthmoving operations at large 

construction sites (Stone et al., 2000) and assisting in disaster management (Roper, 2001; 

Roper, 2002; Huyck and Adams, 2004). In a study conducted by Khattak et al. (2003), 

LiDAR was used as a tool to enhance highway safety. Sixty -two potential line of sight 

obstructions at roadway intersections on the Iowa IA -1 corridor were identified and 

confirmed via field validation. 

Laser scanners have also been utilized to collect a variety of rock related data. A 

laser profilometer is commonly used in the laboratory to measure surface roughness and 

aperture for natural rock joints (Kulatilake et al., 1999; Lanarno, 2000). The Bureau of 

Economic Geology (Bellian et al., 2002) constructed lithofacies models from 

stratigraphie bedding data collected with a ground -based LiDAR scanner. 

Utilizing laser scanners to extract fracture orientation is a current research topic in 

geological engineering. Feng et al. (2001), collected orientation data from up to 20 meters 

away by using a laser based non -reflector total station. This geodetic device captured 3D 
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coordinates for multiple points on a fracture surface. A best -fit plane was then determined 

by the coordinate points and used to calculate the dip angle and dip direction of that 

fracture surface. The Feng et al. (2001), study was successful in calculating reasonably 

accurate fracture orientations. However, the entire procedure was time consuming and 

orientations for only a few fractures were obtained. 

Limitations of using a laser based total station for collecting orientation data can 

be easily solved by a LiDAR laser scanner. A LiDAR scanner can collect millions of 3D 

coordinate points for an entire rock mass in a matter of minutes. Thus, numerous fracture 

surfaces within a rock slope are captured in the 3D point cloud. One of the main 

challenges with using laser technology is being able to accurately delineate fractures 

within the point cloud. 

Point cloud processing software developed by Ahlgren and Holmlund (2002), 

utilizes feature detection algorithms to extract planar surfaces or fracture patches. After 

scanning is complete, the resulting point cloud is registered to a real coordinate system. 

Then the point cloud is smoothed to reduce noise from unwanted objects such as rock 

fall, trees and shrubs and decimated to decrease point density. Fractures are then 

extracted using automatic feature detection algorithms. Parameters such as minimum 

patch size and desired patch quality can be input by the user prior to feature detection 
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(Ahlgren and Holmlund, 2002). Finally, fracture patches are divided into similar groups 

using a cluster detection algorithm and set statistics are calculated. (Ahlgren et al., 2001) 

Patches can also be exported and visualized on either stereonets or rose diagrams. 

The software by Ahlgren and Holmlund (2002) was utilized in research conducted 

by Kemeny et al. (2003a) in an open pit mine near Tucson, Arizona. Dip and dip 

direction was calculated for thousands of small fracture patches within a bench slope of 

the mine. Once this data was plotted on a stereonet, the presence of 3 or more joint sets 

were apparent. These results were then compared to orientation data derived from 

fracture trace analysis of digital images and a good correlation was observed. 

Another approach for delineating fracture patches is suggested by Slob et al., 

(2002). He applied Delaunay Triangulation to all points within the point cloud in order to 

generate a 3D mesh of the rock mass. Then dip and dip direction was calculated for each 

mesh element and kernel density analysis and contouring was used to identify joint sets. 

This procedure was applied to point clouds generated from a road cut in Mt. Vernon 

Canyon, Colorado (Slob et al., 2002). The field study was successful and three joint sets 

were distinguished from the data. However, there was no mention of the point cloud 

being registered to a real world coordinate system. Thus, the case study could not report 
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on the accuracy of the results by comparing the orientations extracted from the laser scan 

to orientations measured by hand (Brunton Compass). 

From the case studies previously described, point clouds generated from LiDAR 

laser scanning can successfully capture fracture surfaces present within a rock mass. 

Calculating accurate orientation data from fracture surfaces depends on the precision of 

points acquired from scanning and translation of the cloud into a real world coordinate 

system. A case study conducted by Kemeny et al. (2003b), evaluated the impact of 

distance and position laser point errors in estimating dip and dip direction for synthetic 

point cloud surfaces. Two surfaces, one containing 11 points and another 91, were 

generated with point distance and position errors of +/- 1.5 cm. A plane was fit through 

both surfaces using the least squares method and dip and dip direction was calculated. 

This process was repeated for 30 Monte Carlo simulations with both surfaces. The error 

in dip and dip direction for the surface containing 91 points was +/- 0.18 and +/- 0.1 

degrees respectively. Dip and dip direction error for the surface containing 11 points was 

+/- 0.5 and +/- 0.35 degrees. This case study demonstrated that distance and position 

errors associated with points acquired from most high resolution laser scanners should 

not have a great impact in estimating fracture surface orientations. 
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Although studies have shown that LiDAR scanners can be utilized in extracting 

orientation data for a rock mass, the accuracy of such results still needs further 

investigation. This research will introduce a new automated procedure for delineating 

fracture patches within a point cloud. The accuracy of this new method will be tested by 

comparing results to manually created patches for both simulated and field case studies. 

Orientation data estimated from both automatic and manually delineated fracture surfaces 

will be checked against hand measured (Brunton Compass) values. These results will 

help quantify the reliability of this new technique so that it may be utilized in the design 

of civil structures within rock masses. 

1.3.2 Digital Imaging 

Digital imaging, as applied in this research, specifically implies estimating rock 

mass data from a 2D image. Extracting fracture data, such as spacing, length and 

roughness, from an image of a rock mass first begins with creating a discontinuity trace 

map (Figure l -2). With the recent decrease in the cost of digital cameras, old methods 

that required a digitizing board (Crosta, 1997) to construct a trace map from high quality 

photographs are no longer practical. With a digital camera, a digital image of the rock 

mass is instantly captured and subsequently downloaded to a computer. The trace map is 

then generated from the digital image by automatic, semi -automatic or manual methods. 



--f - - 
Figure 1 -2. Example of a discontinuity trace map. Fractures are represented 

by black lines. 

Although extensive work has been done to develop automatic and semi- automatic 

trace map generation (Reid and Harrison, 2000; Post, 2001; Kemeny and Post 2003; 

Lemy and Hadjigeorgiou 2003a, 2003b; Topex, 2004), it is not the intent of this research 

to evaluate or test the accuracy of those methods. However, the focus of this thesis is to 

explore what fracture information can be extracted from a digital image and resulting 

discontinuity trace map. 

Being able to accurately characterize discontinuities within a rock mass is 

essential when performing deformation, strength, or hydraulic modeling. Trace maps 

created from a digital image can be utilized to estimate a significant amount of such 
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fracture data. The following paragraphs will discuss some of the data that can be obtained 

and results from case studies that have successfully estimated these parameters. 

The most commonly recognized discontinuity parameters that can be calculated 

from a digital trace map include fracture length, spacing and orientation. Often these 

parameters are used to test the accuracy of automatic and semi -automatic fracture 

delineation procedures. Gaich et al., (2003) collected images of two perpendicular joint 

sets (one horizontal and one vertical) at a limestone quarry to evaluate a semi -automatic 

trace map generation method. When fracture length and spacing results calculated from 

the trace map were plotted in a histogram, the expected negative exponential distribution 

was observed. Estimating the relative orientation from a trace map was tested by creating 

a rose diagram of trace angles for the two perpendicular joint sets. As anticipated, the two 

sets plotted approximately 90 degrees from each other on the diagram. Although data 

collected in the case study by Gaich et al., (2003) was not validated against field 

measurements, it still provided conformation that discontinuity parameters can be 

successfully estimated from digital imaging. 

Research conducted by Lemy and Hadjigeorgiou (2003b) at the Canmet 

Experimental Mine, evaluated the accuracy of estimating RQD, fracture trace length, and 

frequency from a digital image by comparing results to data collected from field mapping 
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(cell and scanline surveys). Discontinuity trace maps were generated by automatic and 

semi -automatic procedures for twenty 1.8 by 1.8 meter rock exposures. When the fracture 

data extracted from the trace maps was compared to data determined by field mapping, 

the mean relative error for RQD ranged from 1.3 to 2.7 %, total trace length from 5.2 to 

23.2% and discontinuity frequency from 7.2 to 13.0 %. In general, trace maps generated 

by semi -automatic procedures had a lower occurrence of error for all three parameters. 

The results from this case verified that RQD, fracture length, and frequency could be 

acquired from a trace map with reasonable accuracy. 

Additional data that can be extracted from a discontinuity trace map, as suggested 

by Crosta (1997), include fracture planar density, volumetric intensity, and termination. 

Volumetric intensity, defined as the total surface area of fractures per unit volume, was 

calculated from trace maps and field mapping for two case studies. When data gathered 

from the trace map was compared to field estimates, a good correlation was seen for both 

field sites. Crosta (1997) also presented results on relative orientation data for two 

perpendicular joint sets. When fracture trace angles were plotted on a stereonet, they 

showed an expected separation of 90 degrees. 

Determining true fracture orientation (dip and dip direction) from a 2D digital 

image has been researched by Post (2001) and Kemeny and Post (2003). They used a 
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genetic algorithm called Differential Evolution to predict a Fisher constant and mean dip 

and dip direction for joint sets in a trace map. This process assumes that the fractures 

occur in sets and that each set can be described by a mean orientation and Fisher constant 

(Kemeny and Post, 2003). Field studies conducted to test this method were completed for 

two rock outcrops near Crested Butte, Colorado (Kemeny et al., 2002). When results 

were compared to data measured from cell mapping and scanlines, errors in dip and dip 

direction ranged from 1 to 5 degrees and 1 to 18 degrees respectively. 

In addition to the research described above, a few programs have been developed 

that utilize images for acquiring rock fracture data. Topex, an independent explosive 

consulting firm, markets a program called WipJoint. The program outputs histograms of 

apparent block size and rose diagrams for spacing and trace rake angles (Topex 2004). 

SiroJoint (2D), a program created by Surpac Minex Group (SMG), also produces 

histograms and rose diagrams for fracture length and spacing (Surpac Minex Group 

2004) data collected from digital images. 
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Through all the information presented in this section, digital imaging does offer 

an alternative to scanlines and cell mapping for collecting some rock mass discontinuity 

data. However, the extent in which this data has been applied in estimating a rock mass 

classification value is not well established. This thesis will specifically focus on 

calculating fracture length, spacing, large -scale roughness, block size, rock bridges, and 

number of joint sets from digital images for the purpose of rock mass characterization. 

Texture Analysis 

When a digital image is taken of a rock mass, the features present, such as 

fractures, bedding planes, and dikes, are converted into an array of pixels (Figure 1 -3). It 

can also be argued that the rock condition, whether blocky, disturbed, or disintegrated, 

can also be captured by the spatial arrangement and intensity of pixels (Figurel -4). This 

spatial variation in pixel intensity is commonly defined as texture and can be quantified 

by texture operators. Therefore, when a digital image is taken of a rock mass, evaluating 

its texture can provide a means to classify the rock according to its condition (blocky, 

disturbed or disintegrated). Using texture (or texture operators) to identify or classify 

rocks has generally been confined to two areas, planetary sciences and the rock and stone 

industry. 
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Figure 1 -3. Illustration of how a fracture trace is represented by pixels in a digital image. 
The image on the right is a close up view of the boxed fracture in the left image. The 

black pixels in the right image represent the fracture trace. 

Figure 1 -4. The arrangement of pixel intensity is different for the better quality rock mass 
on the left compared to the poor quality rock mass on the right. 
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In the rock and stone industry, it is essential for the manufacturer to classify rock 

samples into visually similar classes (Lepisto et al., 2003). This is required because walls 

or floors composed of stone plates often need to look similar for aesthetic or architectural 

purposes. The control of product (rock samples) quality is traditionally completed 

manually by experienced personnel. Research conducted by Lepisto et al., 2003; Partio et 

al. (2002), has explored the use of texture analysis as a means to group visually similar 

rock samples. Lepisto et al. (2003), tested two texture operator methods (grey level co- 

occurrence matrix and Gabor filters) and found that the best results (48% to 100% 

matching) were obtained when digital images of the rock samples were segmented into 

nine subsets. Partio et al. (2002), used only one texture operator method (grey level co- 

occurrence matrix) and found good results (77% to 100% matching) without subdividing 

the rock sample images. 

A second application of rock texture analysis is in the field of planetary sciences. 

The amount of scientific data that can be returned during interplanetary surface 

exploration is very limited. Research is currently being conducted to use texture analysis 

as a means to maximize this data return. Texture operators can aid in onboard image 

analysis that is subsequently used for data prioritization (prioritizing data most likely to 

yield valuable information) (Anderson et al., 2001). The texture operators are mainly 

used to identify rocks in an image and then cluster the rocks into similar groups 

(Anderson et al., 2001; Castano, 1999). Results from a study conducted by Castano et al. 
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(1999), showed that one texture operator (Gabor filters) was effective in grouping similar 

rocks given the appropriate parameter adjustments. 

From research completed in both planetary sciences and the rock and stone 

industry, it can be seen that texture analysis has been successful at classifying rocks into 

visually similar groups. Thus, using texture as a means to classify rock masses according 

to their condition (blocky, disturbed, or disintegrated) is a potential application. This is a 

fairly novel idea in which no other published work besides that associated with this thesis 

(Kemeny et al., 2004) was found during a literature review. In the following chapter, 

several texture operators will be tested for their ability to accurately classify digital 

images of rock masses according to their condition (blocky, disturbed or disintegrated). 

Digital Rock Mass Rating 

The main objective of a rock mass classification system is to quantify the 

discontinuity and /or geomechanic properties of a rock mass for the purpose of predicting 

its behavior under different loading conditions. Three of the most widely used 

classification systems are the Rock Mass Rating (Bieniawski, 1973), the Norwegian 

Geotechnical Institute's Q system (Barton et al., 1974), and the Geological Strength 
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Index (Hoek et al., 1995). All 3 of these systems are partially based on parameters 

collected during cell mapping and scanline surveys. The Rock Mass Rating (RMR) 

system, originally developed as a design tool for tunneling, has undergone several 

revisions since it's first introduction in 1973. The most current version, (Bieniawski, 

1989) is based on the 5 parameters: strength of intact rock, RQD, groundwater, and 

discontinuity spacing and condition. The Q system is also a function of 6 parameters: 

RQD, number of joint sets, joint roughness and alteration, groundwater, and stress 

conditions. The Geological Strength Index (GSI) is a rating system based on a geologic 

description of block structure and joint surface conditions within the rock mass. The chart 

in Figure 1 -5 illustrates how the geologic descriptions are used in calculating the GSI. 
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A new rock mass classification system called the Digital Rock Mass Rating 

(DRMR) has been introduced by Kemeny et al. (2004). The DRMR rating system also 

aims to quantify the properties of a rock mass like the GSI or RMR, however, it is based 

on data solely acquired from digital images. The DRMR incorporates traditional fracture 

data such as spacing, length, number of sets, and block size with two new rock mass 

properties called rock mass texture and rock bridge percent. In Chapter 2, the techniques 

for extracting each digital parameter and the full equations associated with the DRMR 

will be presented. An evaluation of the DRMR in terms of accurately classifying a rock 

mass will be presented in Chapter 5. 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

Following this introduction, the approach and methods that are used to extract 

rock mass data from laser scans and digital images will be outlined. The first half of 

Chapter 2 will explain how a LiDAR laser scanner operates and introduce both manual 

and automatic procedures for constructing planar patches within a point cloud. The latter 

half of the chapter will focus on how fracture data is calculated from a discontinuity trace 

map and further explain the two relatively new topics of rock mass texture and the Digital 

Rock Mass Rating (DRMR). Results from two simulated case studies will be given in 

Chapter 3. These studies tested the procedures suggested in Chapter 2 for delineating and 
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orientating planar surfaces from a point cloud. Fieldwork conducted at a road cut along 

US Highway 93 near Wickenburg, AZ will be introduced in Chapter 4. This study 

provided a comparison between fracture orientation data collected by traditional mapping 

techniques to data derived form laser scans of the rock mass. In Chapter 5, a second field 

study conducted at the proposed Portugués Dam Site in Poncé, Puerto Rico will be 

presented. Fracture orientations and DRMR values were determined for several rock 

outcrops along the dam abutments. A discussion of limitations and benefits for using 

laser scanning and digital imaging as a means to characterizes a rock mass is given in 

Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 will summarize all the findings discovered in this research 

and provide suggestions on how to improve the techniques for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 RESEARCH APPROACH AND METHOD 

2.1 LiDAR Laser Scanner 

LiDAR scanners are a laser -based mapping tool capable of collecting accurate 3D 

coordinate data for millions of points in a matter of minutes. A LiDAR scanner uses 

laser light in a similar fashion that sonar uses sound, or radar uses radio waves. The 

scanner transmits a beam of light or optical pulse to a surface. According to reflective 

properties of the surface, some of the light is absorbed and some is reflected back. When 

the light is returned back to the scanner, a high precision counter measures the travel time 

and intensity of the pulse. Once the time of flight for the optical pulse to and from the 

surface is determined, the distance the pulse traveled can be calculated using the 

following equation. 

Distance = Speed of Light * Time of Flight (1) 
2 

Immediately after one pulse is received, the scanner transmits another optical 

pulse slightly horizontal (or vertical - depending on the scanner) to the previous pulse. 
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This process is repeated thousands of times per second, thus generating distance values 

for thousands of points on a surface. The xyz coordinates and intensity values for 

millions of data points outputted by the laser render a 3D model of the object, also called 

a point cloud. Figure 2 -1 is an example of a point cloud generated for an outcrop along 

Highway 555, just south of Ouray, Colorado. In the point cloud, the change in intensity 

values can be seen by the variation in greylevels. Once a point cloud is generated for the 

entire rock mass, fracture surfaces can be delineated and discontinuity information can be 

calculated. 

Figure 2 -1. Example of a point cloud generated for an outcrop near Ouray, Colorado. 
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The scanner used in this research is an Optec ILRIS -3D LiDAR tripod- mounted 

laser (Figure 2 -2). It can collect up to 2,000 points per second within a 40° by 40° field- 

of-view from a maximum distance of 800 meters (Johansson, 2002). The accuracy of a 

single point's position ranges from +I- 7 to 10 mm (Table 2 -1), depending on the distance 

between the scanner and the target. The spacing between points is defined by the user 

prior to scanning. However, excessively decreasing the spot spacing increases the time to 

complete a scan and can create an unnecessary high number of points within the cloud. 

Additional specifications of the ILRIS 3D scanner are given in Table 2 -1. The scanner is 

controlled remotely by a hand held palm computer and stores the output data on an ATA 

flash memory card. The output data consists of xyz distances and intensity values for 

every point, scan set -up parameters, and a digital image of the captured scene. 

Figure 2 -2. Optec ILRIS -3D LiDAR laser scanner. 
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Table 2 -l. Reported specifications for ILRIS -3D LiDAR scanner (after Johansson, 2002). 

Parameter Value 

Wavelength 1540 nm 
Min range 6 m 

Max range 

To objects with 4% 
reflectivity - max range up 

to 350m 

To objects with 20% 
reflectivity - max range up 

to 800m 

Beam diameter 
15 mm @ 50 m 

20mm@ 100m 
Single point distance 

accuracy 
+/- 10 mm 

Single point position 
accuracy 

+/- 7 mm @ 50 m 
+/- 10 mm @ 100m 

Minimum horizontal / 
vertical scan increment 

0.17 mrad 

8.5 mm point -to -point 
spacing @ 50m 

Field of view (horizontal / 
vertical angles) 

40 degrees / 40 degrees 

Max data acquisition rate 2000 point per second 

In conclusion, the operation of the LiDAR scanner and generation of resulting point 

cloud can be summarized as follows: 

1. An optical pulse or light is released from the scanner. 

2. The pulse hits the surface of interest. 
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3. According to reflective properties of the surface, the intensity of the pulse is 

changed. Some of the light gets absorbed by the surface and some is reflected 

back to the scanner. 

4. The pulse is received by the scanner and a high precision counter measures the 

travel time and intensity of the pulse. 

5. The distance the optical pulse has traveled is calculated from Equation 1. 

6. The scanner releases a second optical pulse and repeats Steps 2 through 5. 

7. The xyz distance and intensity values for millions of optical pulses are combined 

to render a 3D point cloud. 

2.1.1 Point Cloud Analysis 

Once a 3D point cloud is generated for a rock mass, a series of steps must be 

completed in order to extract fracture orientation. The first step is to create a planar patch 

from points that make up a fracture surface. This was accomplished by both manual and 

automatic methods as described later in this section. Next, the fracture patch must be 

oriented to a real world coordinate system. This is required because the laser defines a 

coordinate system using the center of the scanner as the origin and the scan direction as 

horizontal (for most scanners). Thus the point cloud and resulting fracture patches have 

no ties to an established coordinate system. Orientation of the fracture patch was 
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accomplished by placing a target (any fixed flat surface) of known orientation in the 

scene prior to conducting a scan. Since the target's true and false orientation (false 

orientation determined from point cloud) is known, the degree of rotation needed to 

orient subsequent patches can be calculated. Once the fracture patch is rotated to a real 

world coordinate system, the true dip and dip direction can be calculated from the patch's 

normal vector. The general procedure for extracting fracture orientation can be 

summarized in five steps: 

1. Delineate fracture patch via manual (Method 1) or automatic (Method 2) 

procedures. 

2. Record patch's normal vector. 

3. Determine the amount of rotation that is needed to orient the vector into a real 

world coordinate system. The rotation is based on measured target data. 

4. Rotate the patch's normal vector. 

5. Calculate dip and dip direction based on the new rotated patch normal vector. 

Equations describing Steps 3 -5 are given later in this section. 
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Delineate Fracture Surface 

Two methods were used in this research to define fracture surfaces within a point 

cloud. For Method 1, fractures where delineated by hand and in Method 2, patches where 

automatically defined. 

Cyclone, a program developed by Cyra Technologies, was used for hand 

delineation of fracture patches (Method 1). Once the point cloud is imported into the 

software, the user identifies a fracture surface and selects all the points on that surface. A 

planar patch is then fit to the selected points by the least squares method. Figure 2 -3 gives 

a pictorial illustration of the steps used in manually defining fracture patches. Finally, the 

normal vector of the patch is recorded and used to determine that fracture's orientation 

following Steps 3 through 5 listed above. 
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Figure 2 -3. Example of how a planar patch is manually constructed (Method 1) for 
points on a fracture surface. Once a fracture surface is located (left figure), the points on 

the surface are selected (center figure) and a planar patch is constructed (right figure). 

Automatic delineation of fracture patches (Method 2) was accomplished using Fx, 

a program currently being developed by Split Engineering (Split, 2004). This software 

first creates a 3D triangular surface mesh out of the point cloud and then forms fracture 

patches by grouping statistically similar mesh elements. A common method for mesh 

generation is the Delaunay triangulation (Slob et. al., 2002). However, this method may 

require long computational time depending on the size of a point cloud. In the Fx 

software, a novel procedure for mesh generation was developed. First a grid 

perpendicular to the scanner's line of sight is imposed onto the point cloud,. The amount 

of individual points contained in each grid cell is controlled by the user. A value of 5 to 

10 points per cell is typically chosen. The cell centers are then calculated from the points 

within the cell boundaries. Finally, edges and faces of the triangular mesh are generated 

from the cell centers (Handy et al., 2004). This method of triangulation creates an 

accurate 3D mesh for a point cloud in a very short amount of time (about 2 seconds for a 

point cloud containing 1 million points). 
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Once the triangular mesh is constructed, neighboring triangles are grouped 

according to the angle of their normal vector. The user specifies a maximum value of 

angle variation that determines which triangles are grouped together. For example, if a 

maximum angle variation of 10 degrees was chosen, all neighboring triangles whose 

normal vectors are within 10 degrees of each other are clustered into one group or patch. 

The user can also define the minimum amount of mesh elements used in creating a patch. 

If a minimum value of 4 is inputted, patches containing less then 4 mesh elements will be 

excluded during patch generation. Finally, a planar fracture patch is constructed by a least 

squares fit of all the points bound by the grouped elements. The orientation of each 

fracture patch is then calculated following Steps 3 through 5 previously listed. 

Orientating Fracture Patches 

As previously mentioned above, orientating fracture patches extracted from the 

point cloud was achieved by placing a target in the scene prior to conducting a scan. 

Targets used in this research were any fixed flat surface that can be recognized in the 

point cloud (a piece of plywood, a box, or even a fracture plane). The orientation of the 

target, dip and dip direction, was then measured by hand with a Brunton Compass. 

Several measurements were taken of the target in order to eliminate erroneous or 
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incorrect readings. The orientation of the target determined from hand measurements is 

termed the "true" orientation. 

Method 1 or 2 was then used to fit a planar patch for the target in the point cloud. 

The normal vector for the target's patch is given as an output value from either Cyclone 

or Fx. The dip and dip direction of the target's patch is then calculated from Equations 2 

through 5. The orientation of the target as determined from the point cloud is termed the 

"false" orientation. 

Given: target normal vector = (xt, yt, zt) 

First calculate dip vector = (x't, y't,) 

x't = (At /?) 
[(xt /Zt)2 + (yt /zt)2 

]1/2 

y't = (yt/zt) 
[(xt/zt)2 + (yt/Zt)2 

]1/2 

Then dip and dip direction 

Dip false = arccosine (zt) 

Dip Direction false = 90 - arccosine 

= 90 + arccosine (Ix't1) 

= 270 - arccosine (Ix't1) 

if x't >_ O and y't > 0 

if x't >_0 and y't <0 

if x't _ <0 and y't 50 

(4) 

(5) 



= 270 + arccosine if x't<_O and y't>_0 
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The amount of rotation needed to move the "falsely" orientated target to the 

"true" orientation (Step 3 above) can be calculated using equation 6 and 7. 

Rotation about the z- axis: (6) 

a = Dip Direction false - Dip direction true 

Rotation about the y -axis: 

0 = Dip false - Dip true 

0 = Dip true - Dip false 

(if dip direction of the rotated patch is >180) 

(if dip direction of the rotated patch is <180) 

(7) 

Applying this calculated amount of rotation (a and 0) to fracture patches 

extracted from the same point cloud, now places the patches into a correctly orientated 

coordinate system (Step 4 above). Equations 2 -8 and 2 -9 were used to rotate fracture 

patches. 



Given patch normal vector: (xp, yp, zp) 

Rotate the patch around z -axis: 

x'p = xp cos(a) - yp sin(a) 

y'p = xp sin(a) + yp cos(a) 

z'p = zp 

Rotate the patch around y -axis: 

x "p = x'p cos(8) - z'p sin(8) 

y "p _ y'p 

z "p = 'CI) sin(8) + z'p cos(8) 

(8) 

(9) 
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Thus true dip and dip direction can be calculated from the newly rotated patch normal 

vector (Step 5 above) using Equations 10 through 13. 

Normal vector for the rotated patch: (x "p, y "p, z "p) 

First calculate the dip vector = (x, y) 

X= X p1 
¡ 

"p I z" 
(x, 7 z"p)2 + (y"p I z"p)2 

]1/2 

Y ( / z 
L(x>>p I z"p)2 + 

(y',p/ z"p)2 ]I12 

(10) 



Then dip and dip direction: 

Dip = arccosine (z) 

Dip Direction = 90 - arccosine (ßx1) if x >_ 0 and y > 0 

= 90 + arccosine (xi) if x >_ 0 and y < 0 

= 270 - arccosine (ßx1) if x _< 0 and y <_ 0 

= 270 + arccosine x <_ 0 and y >_ 0 

(12) 

(13) 
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The procedures described above to orientate fracture patches into a real 

coordinate system, is dependant upon the instrument being level prior to scanning. 

Additionally, these orientation procedures will not work if a delineated fracture patch is 

perfectly horizontal or vertical. However, throughout the entire duration data analysis on 

behalf of this research no such case was encountered. 

2.2 Digital Imaging 

A large variety of rock mass information can be estimated from a single digital 

image. The following sections will discuss some of the available data and how it can be 

calculated. 
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2.2.1 Generating Discontinuity Trace Map 

Calculating fracture data such as spacing, length, and roughness from a digital 

image of a rock mass requires a discontinuity trace map (Figure 1 -2) to first be generated. 

All trace maps created on behalf of this research were delineated by hand using a public 

domain image processing software called ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, 2004). 

After the image has been scaled and converted to an 8 -bit grey- scale, the value for every 

pixel in the image is increased by one using the image math operation. Adding one to 

every pixel ensures that no pixels in the image will have a value of zero (pure black). 

Thus, when a feature in the image is traced in pure black (a pixel value of zero), 

thresholding the image allows that feature to be isolated (Figure 2 -4). This procedure, 

increasing pixel values by one, is repeated prior to tracing each fracture set in the image. 

Therefore, each set can be isolated by thresholding, and spacing, length and large -scale 

roughness can then be calculated. 
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Figure 2 -4. Illustration of how thresholding an image allows a feature to be isolated. In 
this image the vertical fracture set is traced. 

After all the fracture have been traced in image, random then 

delineated using the same procedures described above. Tracing the random fractures 

ensures that every fracture present in the photo will be accounted for. 

2.2.2 Analyzing Discontinuity Trace Map 

There is a wide variety of fracture data that can be measured from a discontinuity 

trace map. Since the goal of this research is to estimate a Digital Rock Mass Rating 

(DRMR) for a series of rock mass images, the 6 parameters spacing, length, large -scale 

roughness, rock bridges, block volume, and number of joint sets will be the only data 
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calculated for each trace map. The following text will define each of the 6 parameters, as 

well as explain how they are measured from the discontinuity trace map. 

Once the number of joint sets has been determined by visual inspection of the 

photo, each set is traced according to procedures described in Section 2.2.1. Each set is 

then isolated by thresholding the image and spacing, length and large -scale roughness are 

measured for the set. Joint spacing is defined as the distance between two fractures 

measured perpendicular to the fracture trace. Spacing for each joint set was calculated by 

delineating evenly spaced scanlines throughout the entire image (Figure 2 -5) and 

measuring the distance between each fracture trace. Length and large -scale roughness 

was calculated for each fracture trace present within a set. Determining fracture trace 

length was achieved by measuring the straight -line length from one end of the fracture to 

the other. Estimating the large -scale roughness was accomplished by calculating the ratio 

of fracture length to fracture arc length. Fracture arc length is the total trace arc- length as 

traveled along the fracture. Thus, for a perfectly straight trace the ratio is one. 
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Figure 2 -5. Illustration of how spacing is calculated for a fracture set. The dashed lines in 
the image represent scanlines and the solid lines are a delineated fracture trace set. 

After every fracture in the digital image has been traced, the delineation of rock 

bridges is then completed and the "rock bridge percent" can be calculated. When looking 

closely at the finished trace map, some small gaps are noticed along the boundaries of 

blocks (Figure 2 -6). These small bridges of rock separating discontinuities are referred to 

as rock bridges (Kemeny et al., 2004). Knowing the exact way in which a rock bridge 

would fail is typically determined from material properties and boundary conditions of 

the rock mass. However, in this research a rock bridge is delineated by making the 

shortest connection between two traces or extending a fracture until it terminates at 

another trace. In Figure 2 -7, delineated rock bridges are shown in grey for the trace map 

in Figure 2 -6. 
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Figure 2 -6. Example of a complete discontinuity trace map. All delineated fractures in the 
image are seen in black. 

Figure 2 -7. Delineated rock bridges are shown in grey for the trace map in Figure 2 -6. 

Calculating the rock bridge percent for an image is a way to estimate the percent 

of bridges that comprise block perimeters (Kemeny et al., 2004). The rock bridge percent 

is calculated by summing the individual bridge lengths and dividing by the sum of the all 
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fracture traces in the image (also known as block perimeters). Block perimeter values are 

not used directly to prevent traces separating two blocks from being counted more than 

once. 

For a 2D image, a block is defined as a region bounded on all sides by traces. 

Therefore, if any small gap in the boundary is present, the block is considered incomplete 

and not used in volume estimations. The block volume is calculated by multiplying the 

area of each block by the average diameter of a best -fit ellipse through each block 

(Kemeny et al., 2004). Block volumes are calculated only after all the fracture traces and 

rock bridges have been delineated for the image. 

In conclusion, the calculation of all six parameters is reviewed in Table 2 -2 and the 

general procedure for analyzing a digital image is summarized as follows: 

1. Scale image. 

2. Convert image to an 8 -bit grey- scale. 

3. Delineate all fracture sets and calculate spacing, length and large -scale roughness 

for each set. 
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4. Delineate random fractures so that all fractures present in the photo have been 

traced. 

5. Delineate rock bridges 

6. Calculate the rock bridge percent and the volume of every complete block in the 

image. 

Table 2 -2. The six parameters calculated for a fracture trace map. 

Parameter Delineation / Calculation Method 

Spacing 

Spacing between joints are measures for scanlines 
delineated perpendicular to the average orientation 
of the joint set. Scanlines are evenly spaced through 

out the entire image. 

Length 
The straight -line length from one end of the 

fracture to the other. 

Large -scale 
roughness 

The ratio of fracture length to fracture arc length. 
Fracture arc length is the total arc -length as traveled 

along the fracture. 

Rock bridge 
percent 

Calculated by summing the individual rock bridge 
lengths and dividing by the sum of the all fracture 

traces. 

Block volume 

Calculated by multiplying the area of each block by 
the average diameter of a best -fitting ellipse 

through each block. Completed after rock bridges 
have been delineated. 

Number of sets Determined by visual inspection of photo. 
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2.2.2 Texture Analysis 

When a digital image is taken, features present in the image are represented by an 

array of pixels (Figure 1 -3). Each pixel in an image has an associated value, a grey level 

value if the image is grey -scale and red -green -blue (RGB) value if the image is color. The 

texture of an image can be quantified by evaluating the spatial arrangement of pixel 

values. There are many methods available to measure texture, such as Grey Level Co- 

occurrence Matrix (GLCM) (Haralick et al., 1973), Autocorrelation, Edge Frequency, 

(Singh and Sharma, 2001), and Gabor filters (Castano et al., 1999). The GLCM method 

was selected for this research, partly because of its successful application with rock 

classification in previous studies (Partio et al., 2002; Lepistio et al., 2003). A GLCM is 

constructed for an image by estimating the pairwise statistics of pixel intensity. More 

specifically, each value in the matrix is a probability, Pli (Equation 14) that two pixels 

within a specified distance and angle have the same grey levels (Haralick et al., 1973). 

(14) 

Note: V11 is the number of occurrences for a combination of greylevels i and j, and N is 

the number of greylevels in the image. 
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The individual values in the matrix are rarely used in texture classification. 

Instead, coefficients (or texture operators) are calculated from the GLCM. The four 

GLCM texture operators chosen for this research were contrast (Gc), homogeneity (Gh), 

energy (Gg), and entropy (Gp). A detailed description for each of these operators is listed 

in Table 2 -3. 

Table 2 -3. Summary of texture operators evaluated in this study. 

Texture Operator Equation Description 

Homogeneity (Gh) ,N -1 
Measures the level of homogeneity 

in pixel distribution. Inverse of 
contrast. 

t,i- o 
1 + [i .n2 

Contrast (Gc) 
2 

Measures the level of contrast in 
pixel distribution. 

N -1 
p. [i - j] 

- L i,> =0 

Energy (Gg) Measures the amount of 
orderliness of pixels. 

N -1 1 P 
>>- 

Entropy (Gp) 
N -1 I P [_1nF1] t,io 

Measures the amount of chaos of 
pixels. Inverse of energy. 

Non -GLCM 
contrast (Csp) 

Measures local contrast around 
each pixel. 

N -1 
abs [i - j] 

i,i= O 
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One Non -GLCM texture operator that measures local contrast around each pixel 

was also included in this study. This texture operator is part of the Split Online Texture 

Classification Library (Split, 2003) and is also listed in Table 2 -3. 

Before a texture operator was applied to an image, the image was scaled to a 

resolution of 3 pixels /cm, converted to 8 bit grey -scale and equalized. This can be 

accomplished using basic image possessing software such as ImageJ. A 3 pixels /cm 

resolution value was chosen in order to standardize photos analysis. Otherwise, if a 

texture operator were applied to the same image with two different resolutions, the output 

values from the operator would not be identical. Equalizing an image is needed to reduce 

the influence of different lighting conditions when images are taken. Figure 2 -8 shows an 

image of a rock mass before and after equalization. 
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Figure 2 -8. The original image is on the left. The equalized image is on the right. 

Testing the ability of the 5 texture operators (Table 2 -3) to accurately classify 

digital images of rock masses was completed by evaluating operator results for images 

with a predetermined rock mass rating (GSI). As mentioned in Chapter 1, the GSI rating 

system introduced by Hoek, et al., (1995), is based on geologic descriptions of block 

structure and joint surface conditions within a rock mass (Figure 1 -5). GSI values were 

estimated by the author and Dr. John Kemeny for twelve rock outcrops at the Portugués 

Dam site in Poncé, Puerto Rico (Figure 2 -9). The range of GSI values for all 12 locations 

are listed in Table 2-4. 
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Figure 2 -9. Twelve images used in texture analysis. Photos were taken at the Portugués 
Dam site in Poncé, Puerto Rico. Circular object in images used for scale has a diameter of 

40 cm. 
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Table 2 -4. GSI values and results from 5 texture operators (Table 2 -3) for each of the 12 
images shown in Figure 2 -9. 

Image 

GSI Texture Operator Results 

Range Average Homogeneity 
(Gh) 

Contrast 
(Gc) 

Entropy 
(Gp) 

Energy 
(Gg) 

Non GLCM 
Contrast (Csp) 

1 40 - 50 45 0.1097 433.34 10.279 0.7753 119.15 
2 47 - 57 52 0.1435 312.46 10.29 0.7351 105.04 
3 20 - 35 27 0.0819 671.8 10.633 0.6208 136.49 
4 18 - 25 21 0.0895 645.11 10.503 0.6938 134.44 
5 15 - 20 17 0.0799 714.05 10.524 0.678 129.29 
6 20 - 30 25 0.0895 593.38 10.367 0.754 121.32 
7 17 - 25 21 0.0674 1000.98 10.708 0.6179 141.95 
8 25 - 35 30 0.114 367.64 10.147 0.8695 115.11 
9 20 - 30 25 0.075 982.61 10.817 0.5673 129.76 
10 50 -60 55 0.12 406.48 10.421 0.6869 116.24 
11 50 - 60 55 0.1102 590.01 10.596 0.6331 130.69 
12 45 - 55 50 0.104 429.12 10.069 0.8687 119.31 

The digital images collected at the 12 dam site outcrops shown in Figure 2 -9 were 

processed according to the procedures described above. Each texture operator was then 

applied to the entire rock outcrop visible in the image (picture segmentation was not 

implemented). The output of a texture operator is a single value that represents the 

entire area analyzed. Results for each texture operator are listed in Table 2 -4 and plotted 

against the average GSI rating for each image in Figure 2 -10. A trendline was estimated 

for each graph in order to establish which texture operator could best classify the rock 

mass digital images. The positive or negative slope of each trendline depends on the 

nature of the texture operator. The homogeneity operator displayed the best correlation 

with an R2 value of 0.6531. Additional similar case studies may improve this correlation 
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or increase the R2 value. However, from this study the GLCM homogeneity (Gh) texture 

operator was determined to most accurately classify digital images of rock masses similar 

to that of established rating systems (for example GSI). 
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Figure 2 -10. Plots of texture vs. average GSI, for 5 texture operators (Table 2 -3) and for 
the 12 images shown in Figure 2 -9. 
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2.2.4 Digital Rock Mass Rating 

The Digital Rock Mass Rating (DRMR), recently developed by Kemeny et al. 

(2004), uses basic image processing procedures and calculations to estimate a 

classification rating from digital images of rock masses. The rating system incorporates 

fracture information collected from a discontinuity trace map (length, spacing, large -scale 

roughness, rock bridge percent, and block volume) and results from the GLCM 

homogeneity texture operator. 

The general formula for the DRMR, Equation 15, includes 7 weighted digital 

ratings. Each rating (R1 - R7) represents a digital parameter that can be extracted from 

the image of a rock mass. The equations and variables for each of the ratings are 

summarized in Table 2 -5. Each formula was designed to match commonly used RMR, 

GSI and Q rating systems. For instance, the DRMR trace length rating (R2) gives a value 

of 0.775 for a 1 meter trace length and a value of 0.29 for a 10 meter trace length. These 

values are consistent with the trace length rating in the RMR classification system. All of 

the 7 DRMR ratings range from 0 to 1 (worst to best) depending on the results of the 

analysis. Each rating is then multiplied by a weight factor and summed to total a final 

DRMR value. Each weight factor was also established by comparing the type of digital 

information (Rl through R7) with popular rock mass classification systems (GSI, RMR 
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and Q) (Kemeny et al., 2004). The DRMR ranges from 0 to 100, were 0 is the lowest 

(worst) rating and 100 is the highest (best) possible rating. 

DRMR = 14*Rl + 6*R2 + 10*R3 + 10*R4 + 30*R5 + 10*R6 + 20*R7 (15) 
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Table 2 -5. Summary of ratings used in the DRMR. (after Kemeny et. al., 2004) 

Rating 
Number 

Parameter Equation Variables 

Rl 
Number of 
trace sets 

R1 = 0.95 - (0.2 * N) for N < 5 
R1 = 0 for N > 5 

N is the number of 
trace sets' 

R2 Trace length 
R2 = 1 - (0.225 * AIL) for L < 19.75 m 

0 for L > 19.75 m - 

L is the average trace 
length in meters. The 

set with the largest 
average length is 

used. 

R3 
Trace 

spacing 
R3 = 0.125 + (0.6 * .JS) for S < 2.13 m 
R3 = 1 for S > 2.13 m - 

S is the average trace 
spacing in meters. 
The set with the 
lowest average 
spacing is used. 

R4 
Large -scale 

trace 
roughness 

R4 = 1 for LP < 0.92 
R4 = 17.73 - 18.18*LP 

for 0.92 < LP < 0.975 
R4 = 0 for LP > 0.975 

LP is the average 
ratio of fracture 

length to fracture arc 
length. Set with the 
largest average ratio 

is used. 

R5 
Block 

volume 
R5 = 0.125 + (LogV) /8 for V < 107m3 

3 R5 = 1 for V > i 0 cm 

V is the average 
block volume in cm3. 

The area of each 
block multiplied by 

the average diameter 
of a best-fitting 

ellipse. Calculated 
after rock bridges are 

delineated. 

R6 
Rock bridge 

percent 
R6 = 0.2 *IPRB for PRB < 25% 

R6 = 1 for PRB > 25% 

PRB is the percent 
rock bridges. The 
sum of all bridge 

lengths /sum of block 
perimeters 

R7 Texture 

R7 = 0 for T < 0.034 
R7 = 5.45 * T - 0.185 

for 0.034 < T < 0.217 
R7 = 1 for T > 0.217 

T is the texture value 
determined by the 

GLCM homogeneity 
texture operator. 
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In Chapter 4, the DRMR will be calculated for several digital images collected at 

the Portugués Dam site in Poncé, Puerto Rico. Since all locations at which digital images 

were collected have an estimated GSI rating, the accuracy for resulting DRMR values can 

be evaluated. 
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CHAPTER 3 SIMULATED CASE STUDIES FOR LASER SCANNING 

3.1 Simulated Point Cloud Surface 

Ten point cloud surfaces of known orientations were generated using a program 

developed by Kemeny et al. (2003b). The initial purpose of this program (previously 

explained in Section 1.2.1) was to evaluate the impact of laser point distance and position 

errors when calculating a plane's orientation (dip and dip direction). The program works 

by first calculating the exact intersection between laser light rays and points on a surface 

given the surface size and distance from the scanner. Then, user defined xyz errors are 

added to each intersection point in a uniform random manner (Kemeny et al., 2003b). 

These intersection points with incorporated errors are the "generated point cloud 

surfaces" used to test the accuracy of patch delineation in this case study. An example of 

a generated point cloud surface is illustrated in Figure 3 -1. 
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Figure 3 -1. Example of a generated point cloud surface with incorporated xyz errors. 

An xyz error of +/- 2 cm was used in generating 10 point cloud surfaces. It should 

be noted that this error value is greater than the published point position and distance 

error (0.7 to 1 cm) for the Optec LiDAR scanner (Table 2 -1). Patches for all ten surfaces 

were constructed by both manual (Method 1) and automatic (Method 2) procedures. For 

Method 1, all points comprising the generated surface are manually selected and a planar 

patch is created following the least squares technique. The number of points per patch for 

all 10 surfaces is listed in Table 3 -1. 
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Table 3 -1. Number of points per patch created via hand delineation (Method 1). 

Test ID 
Number of 
points per 

patch 

Test01 1,441 

Test02 664 
Test03 909 

Test04 877 

Test05 888 

Test06 887 

Test07 1,785 

Test08 2,163 
Test09 412 
Test10 430 

For Method 2, the Fx point cloud processing software (version 04/29/2004) was 

utilized to automatically generate planar patches for the 10 surfaces. First, a triangular 

mesh is created from all the points within the surface. Figure 3 -2 depicts an example 

mesh of the point cloud surface in Figure 3 -1. The patches are then generated by 

grouping mesh triangles according to the user specified maximum neighbor angle. Mesh 

and patch input parameters chosen for all 10 surfaces are listed in Table 3 -2. 
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Figure 3 -2. Example of a mesh created for the generated point cloud surface shown in 
Figure 3 -1. 

Table 3 -2 Summary of mesh and patch generation parameters (Method 2). 

Test ID 
Average point 
cloud points 
per grid cell 

Maximum 
neighbor angle 

(degrees) 

Average 
patch area 

(m2) 

Number of 
points per 

patch 

Test01 2.5 20 0.45 1,596 

Test02 2.6 40 0.45 613 
Test03 2.3 15 1.08 1,179 
Test04 2.6 20 0.48 957 

Test05 2.5 30 1.41 581 

Test06 2.4 50 4.38 706 
Test07 2.3 15 45.36 1,720 
Test08 2.5 15 50.95 1,905 

Test09 2.1 25 12.18 341 

Test 10 2.3 45 11.92 272 

For both methods, the patch normal vector was used to calculate dip and dip 

direction for the surfaces with incorporated xyz errors. These "predicted orientations" are 

listed in Table 3 -3. The "actual orientations" for the 10 surfaces was determined by 

fitting a least squares plane through the same points without the added errors. These dip 
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and dip direction results are also listed in Table 3 -3. It should be noted that no rotation 

procedures were needed during this case study since all surfaces were generated from 

predetermined point distance and position values. 

Table 3 -3. Orientation results for simulated point cloud surfaces. 

Test 
Number 

Dip (degrees) Dip Direction (degrees) 

Actual Method 1 Method 2 Actual Method 1 Method 2 

TestO l 45.83 45.84 45.83 14.05 14.08 14.07 

Test02 27.97 27.99 27.90 30.84 31.32 31.27 

Test03 48.17 48.19 48.16 206.63 206.62 206.63 

Test04 64.03 63.94 63.66 346.05 346.00 345.94 

Test05 37.15 37.15 37.14 277.77 277.72 277.85 

Test06 48.19 48.19 48.19 116.57 116.64 116.44 

Test07 66.53 66.52 66.52 2.49 2.49 2.49 

Test08 74.07 74.07 74.07 358.37 358.37 358.37 

Test09 65.91 65.91 65.90 243.39 243.45 243.44 

Test10 64.64 64.63 64.64 288.47 288.45 288.42 

From the results of this simulated case study, errors in dip and dip direction for 

patches constructed by Methods 1 and 2 were all less than 0.5 degrees. Thus, the manual 

and automatic procedures presented in this thesis for delineating planar surfaces from a 

point cloud are considered valid. More importantly, this case study revealed the 

sensitivity of the maximum neighbor angle input parameter used in generating patches 

via Method 2. Since a single, planar patch which represented the generated surface was 

desired, the max neighbor angle had to be adjusted until a single patch was produced. 
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This procedure is illustrated in Figure 3 -3. The range in max neighbor angles, 15 to 50 

degrees, for the 10 surfaces is believed to be a result of the incorporated xyz errors. 

These errors directly affect the normal vector angle of the mesh triangles, thus 

influencing how triangles are grouped during patch generation. Since the error of +/- 2 

cm chosen in this simulated study is considerably greater than the published error 

(Johansson, 2002) of the scanner, the sensitivity of the maximum neighbor angle is not 

expected to be as significant in field studies. This issue will be further investigated in the 

next case study were fracture surfaces are simulated by scanning a piece of flagstone. 

Angle = 10 degrees Angle = 15 degrees Angle = 25 degrees 

Figure 3 -3. Illustration of how varying the maximum neighbor angle effects automatic 
patch generation (Fx version 04/29/2004). Patches are shown in blue. Red indicates a 

hole in the patch. 
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3.2 Simulated Fracture Surface 

A case study conducted on the University of Arizona campus was of a constructed 

scene designed to simulate a fracture plane within a slope face. A piece of flagstone, 

carefully secured on a chair, was chosen to represent a fracture surface due to its similar 

reflectivity and roughness properties. The target (a box) was mounted on a tripod 

adjacent to the flagstone. A point cloud generated from scanning the two objects is shown 

in Figure 3 -4. The orientations of the flagstone and target were measured with a Brunton 

Compass (Table 3 -4). The flagstone had a dip angle of 60 degrees and a dip direction of 

95 degrees; the target had a dip angle of 79 degrees and a dip direction of 301 degrees. A 

total of 16 laser scans were completed from four distances, 6, 15, 30 and 70 meters and at 

four angles from the flagstone, perpendicular, 15, 30 and 45 degrees (Table 3 -5). 

Figure 3-4 Point cloud of flagstone (left) and target (right). 
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Table 3 -4. Orientations measured using a Brunton Compass. 

Object Dip Angle 
(degrees) 

Dip Direction 
(degrees) 

Flagstone 60 95 

Target 79 301 

Table 3 -5. Location of laser during scanning. 

Scan ID 
Distance between 

Laser and Flagstone 
(meters) 

Angle between 
Laser and 
Flagstone 

UAa l 6 

Perpendicular 
UAa2 15 

UAa3 30 
UAa4 70 
UAb l 6 

15 degrees 
UAb2 15 

UAb3 30 
UAb4 70 
UAc l 6 

30 degrees 
UAc2 15 

UAc3 30 
UAc4 70 
UAd 1 6 

45 degrees 
UAd2 15 

UAd3 30 
UAd4 70 
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For each of the 16 point clouds generated from scanning, a planar patch was 

constructed for the flagstone using both manual and automatic procedures. For patch 

delineation using Method 2, the range in maximum neighbor angle (25 to 40 degrees) 

was lower than the case study in the previous section. This was expected since the 

amount of point position and distance error from laser scanning is lower than the error 

chosen in the simulated study. Other mesh generation parameters and patch statistics for 

Method 2 procedures are listed in Table 3 -6. Once the flagstone surface was delineated 

via both methods, the normal vector of the patch was used to rotate it into a real word 

coordinate system. Then the laser predicted dip angle and dip direction of the flagstone 

were calculated. These procedures were described in detail in Section 2.1.1. Tables 3 -6 

and 3 -7 list the predicted orientations of the flagstone derived via both methods. These 

results are also plotted on equal area stereonets in Figures 3 -5 and 3 -6. 
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Table 3 -6. Summary of patch and mesh parameters (Method 2). 

Scan ID 
Max Neighbor 
Angle (degrees) 

Average point 
cloud points per 

grid cell 

Average 
patch area 

a (m2) 

Number of 
points in 

patch 

UAa1 25 2.3 0.0381 8,720 
UAa2 35 3.6 0.0515 9,807 
UAa3 40 2.1 0.0356 5,264 
UAa4 40 2.3 0.0383 2,439 
UAb 1 27 2.7 0.0511 9,713 

UAb2 30 2.9 0.0419 6,503 
UAb3 30 2.7 0.0383 5,824 
UAb4 35 2.7 0.0494 1,437 

UAc 1 25 2.5 0.0073 7,478 

UAc2 30 2.4 0.0107 4,507 
UAc3 35 2.3 0.0145 4,471 

UAc4 40 2.1 0.0002 1,488 

UAd 1 25 2.5 0.0141 5,760 
UAd2 30 2.4 0.0286 8,781 

UAd3 40 2.2 0.0055 6,411 

UAd4 40 2.1 0.0137 1,227 
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Table 3 -7. Laser predicted dip angle for the flagstone. 

Scan ID 

Dip Angle (degrees) 

Method 1 Method 2 

Predicted 
Value 

Error from 
Actual 

Predicted 
Value 

Error from 
Actual 

UAa 1 63 3 63 3 

UAa2 65 5 66 6 

UAa3 65 5 64 4 

UAa4 65 5 62 2 

UAb 1 65 5 65 5 

UAb2 65 5 65 5 

UAb3 65 5 65 5 

UAb4 66 6 68 8 

UAcl 64 4 64 4 

UAc2 66 6 66 6 

UAc3 66 6 65 5 

UAc4 66 6 65 5 

UAd 1 65 5 65 5 

UAd2 66 6 66 6 

UAd3 65 5 65 5 

UAd4 62 2 62 2 
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Table 3 -8. Laser predicted dip direction for the flagstone. 

Scan ID 

Dip Direction (degrees) 

Method 1 Method 2 

Predicted 
Value 

Error from 
Actual 

Predicted 
Value 

Error from 
Actual 

UAa 1 96 1 96 1 

UAa2 95 0 95 0 

UAa3 96 1 96 1 

UAa4 97 2 96 1 

UAb 1 97 2 97 2 

UAb2 95 0 95 0 

UAb3 95 0 95 0 

UAb4 95 0 95 0 

UAc 1 93 2 93 2 

UAc2 95 0 95 0 

UAc3 97 2 97 2 

UAc4 94 1 94 1 

UAd 1 93 2 93 2 

UAd2 95 0 95 0 

UAd3 96 1 95 0 

UAd4 99 4 97 2 
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Figure 3 -5. Stereo plot comparing Method 1 laser predicted orientations (crosses) of the 
flagstone to the orientation measured with a Brunton Compass (square). 

Figure 3 -6. Stereo plot comparing Method 2 laser predicted orientations (crosses) of the 
flagstone to the orientation measured with a Brunton Compass (square). 
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When the laser predicted orientations of the flagstone were compared to the 

orientation measured with a Brunton Compass, the error in dip angle ranged from 2 to 6 

degrees using Method 1, and 2 to 8 degrees using Method 2. This range in error is 

believed to be a result of noise and edge interference from the flagstone point cloud. For 

example, depending on which points are selected from the surface, the dip of the best -fit 

plane varies. In Figure 3 -7, a side view of the flagstone point cloud shows the amount of 

noise for the surface and how the variation in dip angle can occur. 

Figure 3 -7. An exaggerated illustration of how the patch dip angle can vary due to point 
cloud noise or edge interference. Patch is shown in blue. Red line is approximately 1 cm 

for scale. 

The error in dip direction, regardless of the method employed for patch 

delineation, was between 0 and 2 degrees for all but one scan. These values of error were 
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within the expected range for the case study since the accuracy of measuring dip direction 

with a Brunton Compass is estimated to be approximately +/- 2 degrees. There were no 

trends observed for orientation errors when comparing the different scanner locations 

(distance or angle from the target, Table 3 -5). However, for each individual scan the 

value of orientation error was relatively the same between the two methods. In 

conclusion, results from this case study indicate that the procedures established in Section 

2.1.1 for determining fracture orientations is a good and valid approach. 
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CHAPTER 4 US HIGHWAY 93 FIELD SITE 

4.1 Site Description 

US Highway 93 is a major commercial route between Phoenix, Arizona and Las 

Vegas, Nevada. The highway serves as thoroughfare for many recreational sites in 

northern Arizona and eastern Nevada. The Arizona Department of Transportation 

contracted URS Corporation (URS) in 2003 to complete a geotechnical investigation for 

widening of a 5.6 km stretch of US -93. This section of roadway, located between 

Wickenburg, Arizona and Interstate 40 (Figure 4 -1), traverses through granite and basin 

fill and floodplain deposits. As a result of widening the highway, URS mapped and re- 

designed a total of 24 cut slopes. 

A granite road cut located within the boundaries of the widening investigation 

was selected as a field site to research the use of laser scanning as a method for collecting 

fracture orientation data (Figure 4 -2). The road cut is a benched slope approximately 260 

meters in length and 55 meters high. There are five benches in total, each having an 

average height and width of 10 and 5 meters respectively and an average slope of 55 

degrees. The sparsely vegetated benched slopes are moderately to highly weathered and 
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contain regular occurrences of wedge failure. A digital image of a typical bench face 

within the road cut is shown in Figure 4 -3. 
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Figure 4 -1. Map of Arizona. Arrow indicates approximate location of widening project. 
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Figure 4 -2. Digital image of the granite road cut along US Highway 93. 

Figure 4 -3. Digital image of a typical bench face for the US Highway 93 road cut. 
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A large fracture data set consisting of 957 hand measured (via Brunton Compass) 

orientations was generated for the granite road cut by URS and The University of 

Arizona. This data set provided a valuable case study to evaluate the accuracy of laser - 

derived orientations for rock slopes. Additionally, since the slope face was sparsely 

vegetated, the effects of such objects on mesh generation and subsequent automatic 

fracture patch delineation can be assessed. 

4.2 Site Geology 

The course -grained muscovite -biotite granite at the site is mapped as the Thorn 

Peak Granite (Figure 4 -4) by Bryant (1995). During subsurface drilling conducted by 

URS, drill cores were often found to have highly weathered pegmatite zones. Uniaxial 

compression, brazilian disk, and small -scale direct shear tests were completed for several 

core samples by Call and Nicolas Inc. (Table 4 -1 and 4 -2). The average compression and 

tensile strength of the granite was 11,806 and 1,342 psi respectively. An average 

cohesion of 3.57 psi and an average friction angle of 32 degrees was found for natural 

joint surfaces (saw cut results also listed in Table 4 -2). 
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q3 V: 

Figure 4 -4. Geologic map showing the location of the field site. 

Table 4 -1. Results for uniaxial compression and Brazilian disk laboratory tests. (URS 
2003) 

Test Type Number 
of Tests 

Average 
Value (psi) 

Minimum 
Value (psi) 

Maximum 
Value (psi) 

Uniaxial 
Compression 

15 11,806 2,023 23,324 

Brazilian Disk 9 1,342 179 2,584 
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Table 4 -2. Results for small -scale direct shear laboratory tests. (URS 2003) 

Surface 
Tested Parameter 

Number of 
Tests 

Average 
Value 

Minimum 
Value 

Maximum 
Value 

Natural Joint 

Cohesion (psi) 

4 

3.57 0 8.11 

Friction Angle 
(degrees) 32.01 29.04 36.49 

Saw cut 
Cohesion (psi) 

1 

0.35 - - 

Friction Angle 
(degrees) 22.65 - - 

Adjacent to the granite road cut are extensive Tertiary basin -fill deposits that can 

range up to 1000 meters in thickness. These basin -fill deposits consist of fanglomerates, 

sandstone, rhyolite, basalt, volcaniclastic and lacustrine deposits. Small normal faults 

trending approximately north -south were mapped by URS in the Tertiary basin fill 

deposits approximately 800 meters south -east of the field site. Although no faulting was 

directly observed within the granite slopes of the site, two shear zones approximately 0.5 

meters in width cut through the lower portion of the outcrop. 

4.3 Regional Geology 

The US -93 highway field site lies on the southeast flank of the Poachie Range 

(Figure 4 -5) and within the Colorado Plateau -Basin and Range transition zone (Figure 4- 
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6) (Bryant, 1995). The Poachie Range is composed predominantly of Early and Middle 

Proterozoic granitic plutons that are separated by screens and inclusions of Early 

Proterozoic metavolcanic and metasedimentary supracrustal rock. Theses screens and 

inclusions trend north- northeast, parallel to the regional structural fabric of the 

Proterozoic rocks within the Colorado Plateau -Basin and Range transition zone. 

Approximately 1,710 to 1,690 million years ago, the first main episode of metamorphism 

and plutonism occurred, giving birth to the Poachie Range. A second major episode of 

plutonism, from 418 to 1,470 million years ago, was followed by intrusions of numerous 

subhorizontal diabase dikes, from 1,150 to 900 million years ago, contributing to the 

present day geology within the Poachie Range (Bryant and Wooden, 1991). The tectonic 

events that initiated metamorphism and plutonism in this vicinity are debatable. 

Karlstrom and Bowring (1988) suggest the Proterozoic rocks grew by assembly of 

diverse tectonostratigraphic terranes against the Archean Wyoming craton. However, P. 

Anderson (1989) suggests a southwestern growth by accretion at a convergent plate 

margin by construction of volcanic arcs on oceanic crust. Since neither oceanic crust nor 

continental crust has been found underlying the supracrustal rocks, the mode of origin for 

the Poachie Range is compatible with both the tectonic scenarios (Bryant and Wooden, 

1991). 
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4.4 Field Work 

Since the road cut was benched, field mapping was conducted over the entire rock 

face. Three horizontal and two vertical scanlines, totaling 95 meters, were completed by 

The University of Arizona. Data recorded in the scanline surveys includes; fracture 

orientation, length, spacing, aperture, filling, weathering, and roughness. All of the 

scanline data collected by The University of Arizona is listed in Appendix A of this 

thesis. Standard cell mapping was conducted by URS at 24 locations along the benched 

slope. Data recorded during cell mapping includes; fracture orientation, length, spacing, 

termination, filling, and roughness. A combined total of 975 fracture orientations were 

measured with a Brunton Compass for the granite road cut. Figure 4 -7 is a lower 

hemisphere, equal area stereonet plot of the poles for these fractures. 
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Figure 4 -7. Stereonet plot of fracture orientations collected from scanlines and cell 
mapping. 

A total of four laser scans were completed for the road cut, covering about 80% of 

the total rock exposure. The point clouds ranged from 1.3 to 1.5 million points and had 

an average spot spacing of 27 mm (Table 4 -1). An example point cloud is illustrated in 

Figure 4 -8. Since scanning of the road cut was conducted from across the 4 -lane 

highway, the average distance between rock face and laser ranged from 43 and 62 m. A 

target, an aluminum sign or cardboard box, was placed on the rock face and the 

orientation was measured with a Brunton Compass. The target orientation was used to 

rotate fracture patches extracted from the point clouds into a real world coordinate system 

(procedures described Section 2.1.1). 
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Figure 4 -8. An example of a point cloud generated for the granite road cut. 

Table 4 -3. Summary of laser scan details for the US -93 highway field site. 

Scan ID 
Number of 
Points in 

Cloud 

Average Distance 
from Laser to 
Rock Face (m) 

Laser Spot 
Spacing 

(mm) 

93hw3 1,511,670 44 24 

93hw4 1,360,619 62 33 
93hw6 1,378,273 43 23 

93hw7 1,445,220 53 28 
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4.5 Point Cloud Analyses 

Fracture surfaces were delineated from the four point clouds using both manual 

(Method 1) and automatic procedures (Method 2). A detailed discussion for the two 

methods was given in Section 2.1.1. From all four point clouds, a total of 435 fracture 

patches (approximately 109 patches per scan) were obtained using Method 1. The 

number of point cloud points per patch ranged from 21 to 950. Although an unbiased 

approach was used when manually delineating fracture surfaces, the majority of them 

were medium to large in size and easily identifiable. This helped insure that all patches 

being created were from true fracture surfaces and not loose rock that had fallen from the 

slope face. An illustration of hand delineated fracture patches for point clouds from the 

field site are given in Figures 4 -9 and 4 -10. The blue polygons in both figures are the 

fracture patches. 
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Figure 4 -9. Blue polygons are fracture patches delineated using Method 1 for two 
benches. Each bench is approximately 10 meters in height. 

Figure 4 -10. Close up view of fracture patches (blue polygons) delineated by Method 1. 

Bench height is approximately 10 meters. 
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Each point cloud was imported into the FX software (version 05/14/2004) and 

triangular meshes were generated for selected bench faces. The average point cloud 

points per mesh grid cell ranged from 6.4 to 6.7 (Table 4 -4). Once the mesh was created, 

patches were then automatically delineated by grouping mesh triangles according to a 

maximum neighbor angle and a minimum patch size. An angle value of 10 degrees and a 

range of 6 to 10 mesh elements were selected for all 4 point clouds (Table 4 -4). No 

predetermined methodology was used in selecting theses two parameters. They were 

simply adjusted until the delineated patches gave a reasonable representation of the rock 

mass point cloud. Over 2,500 fracture patches were identified between all 4 scans. 

However, patches containing less than 125 points where not included in the data set (or 

stereo plots). Thus, leaving a total of 554 patches used in further analysis. Figure 4 -11 

shows several fracture patches delineated by the Fx software for an entire bench. Finally, 

orientations for patches extracted by both methods were calculated using procedures 

described in Section 2.1.1. This data is plotted on lower hemisphere, equal area stereonet 

in Figures 4 -12 and 4-13. 

Table 4 -4. Summary of mesh and patch generation parameters. 

Scan ID 
Average point 

cloud points per 
grid cell 

Minimum patch 
size (mesh 
triangles) 

Maximum 
neighbor angle 

(degrees) 

93HW3 6.7 6 10 

93HW4 6.4 6 10 

93HW6 6.7 6 10 

93HW7 6.5 10 10 
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Table 4 -5. Summary statistics for patches generated by Method 2. *Patches with less 
than 125 points where excluded from the data analysis and stereo plots. 

Scan ID 
Total 

number of 
patches 

Average 
patch area 

(m2) 

Average 
number of 
points per 

patch 

Maximum 
number of 
points per 

patch 

Minimum 
number of 
points per 

patch 

93HW3 97 0.201 334 2514 126* 

93HW4 56 0.355 289 841 125* 

93HW6 254 0.217 323 6153 125* 

93HW7 147 0.194 374 4706 125* 

Figure 4 -11. View of fracture patches for an entire bench slope created using Method 2. 
Bench height is approximately 10 meters. 
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Figure 4 -12. Stereonet plot of fractures extracted from the point clouds, using Method 1. 
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Figure 4 -13. Stereonet plot of fractures extracted from the point clouds, using Method 2. 
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4.6 Comparison of Fracture Orientation Data 

Although a variety of rock mass data was collected from scanline and cell 

mapping at the US -93 highway field site, this research choose to focus solely on fracture 

orientation. Having a large data set of 957 hand measured orientations provided a means 

to evaluate the accuracy of orientation data determined from fracture surfaces in a point 

cloud. Before any statistical analysis was completed on the laser derived orientation data, 

a trend was noticed between Method 1 and Method 2 data sets. In both stereo plots, 

Figures 4 -12 and 4 -13, the northwest and southeast quadrants had similar areas void of 

data points. This region absent of data is believed to represent a "shadow" zone in which 

discontinuity surfaces are missed because they are oriented parallel to the scanner. Since 

the laser scanner was generally aligned perpendicular to the rock face and the average 

strike of the roadcut is N56W, fractures that strike N34E fall within the shadow zone. 

Figure 4 -14 illustrates how these fractures in the "shadow" zone are determined. In 

Figure 4 -15, the far right stereoplot shows fractures that strike N34E, parallel to the 

scanner, and vary in dip from 10 to 80 degrees. When this plot is compared to those from 

Methods 1 and 2, fractures that strike N34E align directly within the shadow zone. 
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Aside from data potentially missing due to the shadow zone effect, fracture sets 

were estimated from contoured stereo plots in order to assess correlation between field 

and laser derived orientations. There was a large degree of scatter seen in the field data 

and 9 fracture sets were identified. Each set is color -coded and labeled in Figure 4 -16. 

Orientation data extracted from point clouds via Method 1 had 6 estimated sets and 5 sets 

for Method 2. These fracture sets are illustrated in Figures 4 -17 and 4 -18. After fracture 

sets were identified for all the data, a Fisher distribution analysis was performed and 

mean orientations for each set was calculated. These results are listed in Tables 4 -6 to 4- 

8. When comparing data extracted from the point clouds to data collected from field 

mapping the best correlation is observed between fracture sets plotting in the southwest 

quadrant. For example, Set 3 from Tables 4 -6 and 4 -7 and Set 2 in Table 4 -8 have mean 

strike and dip within 10 and 7 degrees, respectively. If not for missing fracture data due 

to the shadow zone effect, a better agreement between Set 2 identified from field 

mapping and Set 2 (Figure 4 -17) and Set 1 (Figure 4 -18) from laser scanning may have 

been seen. When evaluating fracture data in the northeast quadrant, less correction is 

observed. Some sets identified from laser scanning such as Set 6 in Figure 4 -17 and Set 5 

in Figure 4 -18 are absent in field measured data (Figure 4 -16). However, Set 4 in Figure 

4 -16 and Set 5 in Figure 4 -17 have a difference in mean strike and dip of 13 and 3 

degrees, respectively. Weak agreement is observed between Set 5 in Figure 4 -16 and Set 

3 in Figure 4 -18. They differ in average strike and dip by 14 and 5 degrees, respectively. 
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Figure 4 -16. Stereonet on the left is a contour plot of fracture data collected from field 
mapping. Stereonet on the right illustrates the nine fracture sets identified from the 
contour plot. Square symbols represent the average orientation for each fracture set. 

Table 4 -6. Fracture set statistics for data collected from cell mapping and scanlines. 

Set ID 
Average Orientation of Set Fisher 

Distribution 
K value 

Strike 
(degrees) 

Dip 
(degrees) 

Set 1 13 79 44.24 
Set 2 341 57 14.65 

Set 3 298 68 33.17 

Set 4 85 42 36.83 

Set 5 150 25 47.54 

Set 6 257 15 47.47 

Set 7 191 48 63.18 

Set 8 201 76 29.03 

Set 9 244 77 35.71 
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Figure 4 -17. Stereonet on the left is a contour plot of fracture data extracted from the 
point cloud via Method 1. Stereonet on the right illustrates the six fracture sets identified 
from the contour plot. Square symbols represent the average orientation for each fracture 

set. 

Table 4 -7. Fracture set statistics for data collected from laser scanning using Method 1. 

Set ID 
Average Orientation of Set Fisher 

Distribution 
K value 

Strike 
(degrees) 

Dip 
(degrees) 

Set 1 352 73 147.65 

Set 2 324 65 32.58 

Set 3 285 76 49.14 

Set 4 173 47 16.05 

Set 5 98 39 44.73 

Set 6 110 70 20.25 
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Figure 4 -18. Stereonet on the left is a contour plot of fracture data extracted from the 
point cloud via Method 2. Stereonet on the right illustrates the six fracture sets identified 
from the contour plot. Square symbols represent the average orientation for each fracture 

set. 

Table 4 -8. Fracture set statistics for data collected from laser scanning using Method 2. 

Set ID 
Average Orientation of Set Fisher 

Distribution 
K value Strike 

(degrees) 
Dip 

(degrees) 

Set 1 327 62 49.82 

Set 2 295 69 58.78 

Set 3 164 20 36.07 

Set 4 149 50 66.02 

Set 5 122 67 63.33 
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4.7 Conclusion 

Since the orientation data for the US Highway 93 field site was considerably 

scattered, establishing the accuracy of rock mass characterization through LiDAR laser 

scanning is problematic. Additionally, data missing due to the shadow zone effect 

compounds this problem. Future field work should include scanning from multiple 

locations in order to reduced or eliminate the shadow zone effect. However, some 

correlation between a few fracture sets was observed indicating that laser scanning can 

provide an alternative means for collecting fracture orientation data. Many advantages of 

utilizing this new technology over traditional techniques were confirmed. Four scans 

covering approximately 80% of the total rock exposure were completed in about 4 hours, 

as compared to field mapping which took about 4 days. Safety issues associated with 

rock fall hazards were significantly reduced since the only contact with the slope face 

was for target placement. No obstruction of the rock face due to passing automobiles 

occurred because of the scanner's rapid data acquisition ability. This case study also 

provided a comparison between manual and automatic fracture patch procedures. 

Processing one point cloud similar to Figure 4 -8, can be completed in under an hour 

using the Fx software verse several hours for hand delineation. 
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CHAPTER 5 PORTUGUÉS DAM FIELD SITE 

5.1 Site Description 

The proposed site for the Portugués Dam is located approximately 3 miles (5.7 

km) northwest of the city of Poncé, Puerto Rico (Figure 5 -1). The dam site lies between 

the high crests of the Central Cordillera Mountains and the low coastal plain of the south 

coast. The local topography is hilly with steep slopes rising 150 to 180 meters above the 

Portugués River. The stream valley is relatively narrow and the stream gradient ranges 

from 25 to 50 meters per kilometer. 

Construction of the Portugués Dam is the final phase of the Portugués and Bucana 

Rivers Project currently managed by the Jacksonville Florida District of the US Army 

Corp of Engineers (USACE). Upon the dam's completion, it will provide flood 

protection and a dependable source of water for the municipality of Poncé (USACE, 

1988). The structure will be a concrete, double- curvature, elliptical arch dam, curved in 

both the vertical and horizontal planes. Completing the dam to its maximum design 

height and length, 82 and 458 meters respectively, will also allow for the development of 

recreation facilities in the surrounding area. 
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Figure 5 -1. Map of Puerto Rico. Map published by the United States Central Intelligence 
Agency, Washington, D.C. (1976) 

In 1972, USACE conducted their first geologic investigation of the proposed dam 

site. The fieldwork included exploratory core borings and reconnaissance mapping of 

natural outcrops and road cuts. During 1977 and 1978, the USACE continued with field 

investigations by drilling and pressure testing additional core borings and sending core 

samples for unconfined compression and direct shear tests. 
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Currently the dam foundation is excavated to grade level and pressure grouted to 

a depth of 52 meters (Golder, 2000). A photograph of the dam site is shown in Figure 5- 

2. As illustrated by the topographic map provided in Figure 5 -3, the sidewalls of both the 

right and left dam abutments are benched with an average height of 4.5 meters. Field 

work completed on behalf of this research focused on these benched sidewalls of the darn 

abutments. 

Figure 5 -2. Photograph of the Portugués dam site. Provided by the USCAE Jacksonville, 
Florida district. 
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Figure 5 -3. Topographic map of the Portugués dam site. Contour interval is 5 feet. 
Location where the laser was stationed during scanning is marked by the circular 

symbols. The text or scan IDs indicate the approximate location of rock outcrop captured 
in the scan. 

Due to the extensive fracture data collected by the USACE, the Portugués dam 

site provides a great opportunity to investigate the accuracy of laser scanning and digital 

imaging techniques. Fracture orientations estimated from rock mass point clouds will be 

compared to data measured in outcrops, boreholes, and underground exploratory adits. 

The amount of fracture trace data estimated for the field site is limited to joint set spacing 

measured in the exploratory adits. Therefore, parameters such as large -scale roughness 

and percent rock bridges calculated from a digital image cannot be compared to field 

measured values. However, since these parameters will be used in estimating a 

classification value for the rock mass, their accuracy can be assessed by comparing 

DRMR results to estimated GSI ratings (GSI values estimated by Dr. John Kemeny and 
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the author during field work). Other benefits of the Portugués dam site include a range in 

rock outcrop quality and the challenging terrain of the river valley. This will test the 

applicability of laser scanning and digital imaging for poor to good rock masses as well 

as the practicality of using these two techniques. 

5.2 Geology 

During the Cretaceous, the island of Puerto Rico underwent a period of volcanic 

activity and a sequence of lavas, pyroclastics, breccias, and tuffs were deposited in the 

Poncé area. Also within the Cretaceous, fluctuations in sea level allowed the formation of 

some limestone, shale and volcanic siltstones, sandstones, and conglomerates. From late 

Cretaceous to the early Eocene, intrusion of numerous stocks and dikes altered the 

volcanic sediments to meta -sediments by low -grade metamorphism. These meta - 

sediments (Lago Garas Formation) comprise the foundation rock present at the Portugués 

Dam. The stratigraphie sequence of the meta- sediments are poorly defined and 

complicated by numerous dikes and shear zones that radiate from a diorite stock 

upstream. 
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The shear zones are the most prominent structural feature at the dam site. 

Exploratory adits excavated below both abutments revealed 6 shears on the left abutment 

and 1 on the right. They ranged in thickness from 0.6 to 1.8 meters, however one shear 

was measured to be 3 meters thick. These shears are believed to represent a small fraction 

of those present throughout the dam foundation since over 100 shears were logged during 

subsurface drilling conducted by the USACE. 

Dikes within the dam site range in thickness from a few centimeters to 1.2 meters. 

Most are irregular in shape and extend for only a short distance. Locally, the dikes have 

the same general orientation as some joint sets. The most common set of dikes strike 

N26E and dip 80 to 90 to the SE. 

Two major faults, the Marueño and Machuelo are mapped on the Peñuelas and 

Punta Cuchara US Geological Survey Quadrangles, immediately north of the dam site 

(Figure 5 -4). However, no evidence of the two faults were found during extensive field 

mapping conducted by the USACE. 
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Figure 5 -4. Geologic map of the Portugués Dam site. Taken from USGS Map I -1042, 
Geologic Map of the Peñuelas and Punta Cuchara Quadrangle, Puerto Rico (Krushensky 

and Monroe 1978). 

5.3 Laser Scanning 

A total of 12 laser scans (6 on each abutment) were completed on the benched 

sidewalls of the dam abutments. The topographic map in Figure 5 -3 gives the 

approximate location of the laser and rock outcrop scanned. The number of points per 

scan ranged from 560,000 to 1,650,000 and the maximum average distance between the 

scanner and rock face was roughly 45 meters (Table 5 -1). For outcrops located on the 

right abutment, scanning was conducted from two different angles, resulting in 
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approximately a 40% overlap. This was completed in order to reduce the shadow zone 

effect observed in point clouds collected at the US Highway 93 field site. An example 

point cloud generated for a benched sidewall on the right dam abutment is shown in 

Figure 5 -5. The rock quality of the scanned outcrops varied from good (GSI of 60) to 

poor (GSI of 15) and at some locations soil or vegetation partially covered the slope. GSI 

ratings estimated for each scan location are listed in Table 5 -1. 

Table 5 -1. Summary of point cloud statistics and rock face conditions for all twelve laser 
scans. Note: Scans R6 and R7, R10 and Rl 1, R12 and R13 overlap by 40 to 50 %. GSI 

values estimated in the field by Dr. John Kemeny and the author. 

Scan 
Location 

Number of 
Points in 

cloud 

Average Distance 
from Laser to 
Rock Face (m) 

Laser Spot 
Spacing 

(mm) 

Estimated 
GSI 

Ll 1,653,171 11.62 6 18 - 25 

L2 1,474,109 7.79 4 15 - 20 

L4 656,754 6.76 5 17 - 25 

L6 567,736 6.71 5 20 - 30 

L7 1,406,015 21.99 12 50 - 60 
L8 1,369,620 45.01 24 45 - 55 

R6 567,736 16.95 9 
47 -57 

R7 1,406,015 19.48 10 

R10 895,310 22.37 12 
15 -30 

R11 895,310 20.61 11 

R12 1,653,171 12.21 7 
20 -35 

R13 1,576,260 14.28 8 
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Figure 5 -5. A point cloud generated from the LiDAR laser scanner at scan location R6. 

Two targets were placed about a meter in front of the rock face (Figure 5 -5) or 

directly on the face and their orientations were measured by hand with a Brunton 

Compass. Having two surfaces (the targets) with know orientations within the point cloud 

provided a means to estimate errors associated with laser predicted orientations. For 

example, if "Target A" was chosen to orientate the point cloud (procedures given in 

section 2.1.1) the estimated orientation of "Target B" can be compared to the measured 

value and the amount of error can be quantified. As listed in Table 5 -2, the error in dip 

direction for all 12 scans was fairly low, between 0 and 3 degrees. However, the error 

observed in the dip angle was greater and for two scans the laser predicted orientation 
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was off by 12 degrees. Some of these inaccuracies may be attributed to human error when 

target orientations were measured with a Brunton Compass. Effects due to edge 

interference during target patch construction are estimated to be minimal since minor 

editing was completed prior to delineation. However, the amount of point cloud noise for 

the target surface was not reduced and it may have contributed to the error in dip angle. 

Further discussion of dip angle error will be provided in Chapter 6. In conclusion, when 

evaluating the overall accuracy of orientation data derived in this case study, the error 

values listed in Table 5 -2 must be considered. 

Table 5 -2. Error in laser predicted target orientations. 

Scan 
Location 

Dip (degrees) Dip Direction (degrees) 

Predicted 
from Laser 

Measured 
by Brunton Error Predicted 

from Laser 
Measured 

by Brunton Error 

Ll 59 71 12 253 253 0 

L2 74 71 3 321 320 1 

L4 66 66 0 216 216 0 

L6 77 77 0 213 214 1 

L7 65 74 9 214 216 2 

L8 39 51 12 254 252 2 

R6 79 85 6 175 174 1 

R7 80 85 5 171 174 3 

R10 58 66 8 137 140 3 

R11 59 66 7 139 140 1 

R12 55 56 1 2 0 2 

R13 51 56 5 0 0 0 
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5.3.1 Point Cloud Analysis 

Method 2, automatic delineation of fracture patches, was used for all 12 scans 

collected at the Portugués dam site except L2. The rock outcrop in scan location L2 was a 

small exposure and portions of the rock were highly decomposed. Some minor editing 

was completed for a few point clouds in order to remove foreign objects such as trees, 

fences and poles. Removing such objects improved the quality of subsequent mesh 

generation. A 3D triangular mesh was created for each scan using the Fx software 

(version 04/29/2004). Figure 5 -7 shows an example mesh created in Fx for the point 

cloud in Figure 5 -6. The average point cloud points per mesh grid cell ranged from 2.4 to 

5.7 for the eleven scans. Once meshing was complete, fracture patches were 

automatically delineated using the user input parameters listed in Table 5 -3. Figure 5 -8 

shows fracture patches created by Fx for the point cloud in Figure 5 -6. No specific 

methodology was used for selecting the user input parameters listed in Table 5 -3. In 

general, the values were simply varied until the mesh or patches gave a realistic 

representation of the rock mass being analyzed. 
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Figure 5 -6. Point cloud generated for rock outcrop at scan location L6. Circular object in 
the point cloud has a diameter of 40 cm. 
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Figure 5 -7. Example of a 3D triangular mesh generated for the point cloud in Figure 5 -6. 
Mesh was created in the Fx software (Method 2) using the parameters listed in Table 5 -3 

(scan location L6). Circular object has a diameter of 40 cm. 
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Figure 5 -8. Example of fracture patches (shown in red) generated for the point cloud in 
Figure 5 -6. Patches were created in the Fx software (Method 2) using the parameters 

listed in Table 5 -3 (scan location L6). Circular object has a diameter of 40 cm. 
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Table 5 -3. Summary of mesh and patch generation parameters used in Method 2. 

Scan ID 
Average point 

cloud points per 
grid cell 

Minimum patch 
size (mesh 
triangles) 

Maximum 
neighbor angle 

(degrees) 

L1 5.3 10 12 

L2 - - - 

L4 3.4 10 20 

L6 5.3 20 15 

L7 2.4 20 20 

L8 4.3 4 10 

R6 5.4 10 12 

R7 5.7 8 12 

R10 3.4 8 12 

R11 5 8 12 

R12 4.5 8 12 

R13 4.6 8 12 

For some scans (L1, L7, L8, R6, R7, R12 and R13), over 1,000 fracture patches 

were delineated using Method 2. However, only the top 300 patches with the largest 

number of points per patch were included in the data set or stereo plots. The total number 

of fracture patches collected from each outcrop point cloud is listed in Table 5 -4. The 

number of points per patch ranged from 35 to 16,281 for the 11 scans. Other patch 

statistics such as average area and average points per patch are listed in Table 5 -5. 
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Table 5 -4. Number of fracture patches extracted for each method. *All of the patches 
found for the indicated scans were not included in the data set or stereo plots. Only the 

top 300 patches with the largest number of points per patch were chosen. 

Scan ID 
Number of Fracture Patches 

Delineated 

Method One Method Two 
L1 10 300* 
L2 11 - 

L4 33 67 
L6 76 47 
L7 15 300* 
L8 11 300* 
R6 10 300* 
R7 10 300* 

R10 4 87 

R11 4 300* 
R12 4 300* 
R13 5 300* 
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Table 5 -5. Summary statistics for patches generated by Method 2. 

Scan ID 
Average 

patch area 
(m2) 

Average number 
of points per 

patch 

Maximum 
number of 

points per patch 

Minimum 
number of 

points per patch 

L1 0.0055 298 6336 133 

L2 - - - - 

L4 0.0016 144 1226 36 

L6 0.0304 1578 16281 169 

L7 0.0427 766 16131 213 

L8 0.1561 674 8875 234 

R6 0.0192 520 5354 224 

R7 0.0147 423 3298 195 

R10 0.0523 600 6988 35 

R11 0.0338 141 1850 56 

R12 0.0132 332 12628 125 

R13 0.0072 191 2829 96 

Method 1, manual delineation of fracture surfaces, was completed for all 12 scans 

using the Cyclone software. A full analysis, where all identifiable fractures are 

delineated, was completed for only 3 point clouds (L2, L4 and L6). For the remaining 9 

scans (L1, L7, L8, R6, R7, R10, R1, R12 and R13) a few fractures belonging to the 

major joint sets were delineated. The number of patches found for all scans is listed in 

Table 5 -4. The main purpose of using Method 1 was to compare results found by 

automatic procedures. Having good reproducibility between the two methods provides 

evidence for the accuracy of the laser scanning technique. 
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5.3.2 Fracture Orientation Data 

Once fracture patches were collected from the 12 rock mass point clouds, 

orientations were calculated following procedures given in Section 2.1.1. Figures 5 -9 

through 5 -20 contain equal area lower hemisphere stereo plots of orientation data derived 

from both automatic and manual methods. 

Method 1 

_ 

Method 2 

Figure 5 -9. Fracture orientation data extracted from scan L 1. 
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Method 1 

Figure 5 -10. Fracture orientation data extracted from scan L2. 

Method 1 Method 2 

Figure 5 -11. Fracture orientation data extracted from scan L4. 
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Method 1 Method 2 

Figure 5 -12. Fracture orientation data extracted for scan L6. 

Method 1 Method 2 

Figure 5 -13. Fracture orientation data extracted for scan L7. 
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Method 1 Method 2 

Figure 5 -14. Fracture orientation data extracted for scan L8. 
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Method 1 Method 2 

Figure 5 -15. Fracture orientation data extracted for scan R6. 
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Figure 5 -16. Fracture orientation data extracted for scan R7. 

Method 1 Method 2 

Figure 5 -17. Fracture orientation data extracted for scan R10. 

i 
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Method 1 Method 2 

Figure 5 -18. Fracture orientation data extracted for scan R11. 
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Method 2 

Figure 5 -19. Fracture orientation data extracted for scan R12. 
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Method 1 Method 2 

Figure 5 -20. Fracture orientation data extracted for scan R13. 

Aside from scan L2, good correlation was observed between orientation data 

extracted from both methods. In the stereonets, fractures consistently plotted in the same 

regions whether automatic or manual procedures were employed. For example, in Figure 

5 -12, three fracture sets are observed in both plots. When evaluating the overlapping 

scans collected from the right abutment (R6 and R7, R10 and R11, R12 and R13) 

depicted in Figures 5 -15 through 5 -20, the plots look virtually identical. Having 

consistent reproducibility of the fracture data gives a positive indication towards the 

accuracy of these results. 
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To further confirm correlation between the two patch delineation methods and 

data collected by the USACE, each stereonet was contoured using the Kamb method. 

These contoured plots are illustrated in Figures 5 -21 through 5 -32. Concentration highs in 

the contours, indicated by dark regions, are relatively similar between the two methods. 

Contour and fracture set pole plots of data collected from the exploratory adits and 

boreholes for both abutments are provided in Figures 5 -33 through 5 -36. When looking at 

stereo plots for the right abutment, fracture data in the northwest quadrant is seen for both 

field and laser derived orientations. Fracture set J1, indicated in Figures 5 -35 and 5 -36, is 

reasonably comparable to the set observed in Figures 5 -27 to 5 -30. Similarly, on the 

southern portions of the stereo net, set J2 in Figure 5 -35 correlates well with the set in 

Figures 5 -31 and 5 -32. 

Method 1 Method 2 

Figure 5 -21. Contour plots of orientation data extracted from scan L1. 
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Method 1 

Figure 5 -22. Contour plots of orientation data extracted from scan L2. 

Method 1 Method 2 

Figure 5 -23. Contour plots of orientation data extracted from scan L4. 
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Method 1 Method 2 

Figure 5 -24. Contour plots of orientation data extracted from scan L6. 
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Figure 5 -25. Contour plots of orientation data extracted from scan L7. 
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Method 1 Method 2 

Figure 5 -26. Contour plots of orientation data extracted from scan L8. 

Method 1 Method 2 

Figure 5 -27. Contour plots of orientation data extracted from scan R6. 
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Method 1 Method 2 

Figure 5 -28. Contour plots of orientation data extracted from scan R7. 

Method 1 Method 2 

Figure 5 -29. Contour plots of orientation data extracted from scan RI O. 
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Method 1 Method 2 

Figure 5 -30. Contour plots of orientation data extracted from scan R11. 

Method 1 Method 2 

Figure 5 -31. Contour plots of orientation data extracted from scan R12. 
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Method 1 Method 2 

Figure 5 -32. Contour plots of orientation data extracted from scan R13. 

E 

Figure 5 -33. Orientation data measured by USACE in exploratory adit on the left 

abutment. (after USACE 1988) 
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Figure 5 -34. Orientation data measured by USACE in boreholes on the left abutment. 
(after USACE 1988) 

Figure 5 -35. Orientation data measured by USACE in exploratory adit on the right 
abutment. (after USACE 1988) 
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Figure 5-36. Orientation data measured by USACE in borehole on the right abutment. 
(after USACE 1988) 

When looking at stereo plots for the left abutment, correlation for all three 

fracture sets is observed between field and laser derived data. Fracture set J1, shown on 

Figures 5 -33 and 5 -34, compares to the set observed in Figures 5 -21, 5 -24 and 5 -25. In 

the southern portion of the stereo net, set J2 in Figure 5 -33 and 5 -34 matches well with 

the set in Figures 5 -23 and 5 -24, Method 1. And finally fracture set J3, identified from 

both borehole and adit mapping on the left abutment, is also observed in data collected 

from scans L4 and L8 (Figure 5 -23 and 5 -26). 

Some similarities were seen in all the scans from the left abutment except for L2. 

As previously mentioned, this outcrop was significantly decomposed and distinguishing 

fracture surfaces in the point cloud was very challenging. Consequently, this may be the 
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reason why orientations extracted from scan L2 do not correlate with field data. 

However, considering the known errors established from predicted target orientations 

(Table 5 -2), results from this field study show strong indication that fracture data can be 

accurately estimated from a rock mass point cloud. 

5.4 Digital Imaging 

Three rock outcrops on each abutment were selected for DRMR analysis. These 

locations were chosen because fracture traces in the resulting digital image were clearly 

identifiable. The six photos that were analyzed are shown in Figure 5 -37 and the rock 

outcrop locations are indicated in Figure 5 -38. A scale for each image was established by 

placing a circular object of known diameter against the rock face. A texture analysis was 

first performed for each digital image following procedures discussed in Section 2.2.2. 

The results of the homogeneity texture operator ranged from 0.075 to 0.144 (Table 5 -6). 

Next, the number of fracture sets were estimated by visual inspection of the image. The 

number of sets per image, including the random set, was either 3 or 4 between the six 

outcrops. Finally, discontinuity trace maps were generated by hand tracing all fractures 

present in the image and fracture length, spacing and large -scale roughness were 

calculated (procedures previously described in Section 2.2.1.). An example trace map 

completed for location R2 is illustrated in Figure 5 -39. 
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Table 5 -6. Values of the seven DRMR parameters for all images in Figure 5 -37 

Location of Digital Image R2 R7 R13 L3 L6 L7 

Number of Trace Sets 3 4 4 3 4 3 

Average Trace Length (meters) 0.125 0.111 0.110 0.097 0.103 0.097 

Average Trace Spacing (meters) 0.387 0.421 0.356 0.288 0.186 0.205 

Average Large -scale Roughness 0.937 0.938 0.930 0.934 0.920 0.946 

Average Block Volume (cm2) 2693.77 1610.91 2810.18 638.95 1700.91 1512.22 

Percent of Rock Bridges 16.21 8.57 17.77 7.64 22.08 16.43 

Texture Value (Gh - GLCM) 0.110 0.144 0.082 0.090 0.075 0.110 
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Figure 5 -37. The six digital images used for DRMR analysis. Circular object in the image 
is 40 cm in diameter. 
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Figure 5 -38. Topographic map of the Portugués dam site. Contour interval is 5 feet. 
Location where the camera was stationed is marked by the circular symbols. The text or 

location IDs indicate the approximate location of rock outcrop captured in the image. 

Figure 5 -39. The discontinuity trace map generated for location R2. 
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The lowest average fracture spacing for the 6 digital images ranged from 0.186 to 

0.421 m. However, the lowest spacing value measured by USACE in the exploratory 

adits was approximately 1.1 m (USACE, 1988). This difference in spacing may be 

attributed to how each value was calculated. In the adits, spacing was determined by 

dividing the surface area of the outcrops by the sum of fracture lengths. For a digital 

image, spacing was estimated by measuring the perpendicular distance between fractures 

along evenly spaced scanlines (Figure 2 -5). The largest average fracture length and large - 

scale roughness ratio for the 6 digital images ranged from 0.097 to 0.125 m and 0.92 to 

0.94, respectively. As previously stated in Table 2 -5, the lowest average spacing and 

largest average length and roughness ratio were specifically chosen for subsequent 

DRMR calculations. 

Next, rock bridges are delineated for the discontinuity trace map by extending 

fractures until they terminate at the closest adjacent trace. An example image with 

delineated rock bridges is given in Figure 5 -40 for the trace map in Figure 5 -39. The 

percent of rock bridges for an entire image is then determined by dividing the sum of all 

rock bridge lengths by the sum of the all fracture traces. The rock bridge percent ranged 

from 7% to 22% for the 6 images. The last parameter, block volume is finally calculated 

after rock bridges are delineated. The average block volume ranged from 639 to 2810 

cm2. The seven DRMR parameter results (trace spacing, length, large -scale roughness, 
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rock bridges, block volume, texture, and number of fracture sets) for all 6 locations are 

listed in Table 5 -6. 

Figure 5-40. Example of rock bridges delineated for the discontinuity trace map at 
location R2. Rock bridges are shown in gray. Fracture traces are in black. Circular 

object in image used for scale, diameter is 40 cm. 

Once each parameter has been determined from the rock mass digital image, the 

seven DRMR ratings (R1 - R7) are calculated using the equations given in Chapter 2, 

Table 2 -5. The 7 ratings are then multiplied by their respective weight facture and 

summed to give a DRMR for the analyzed rock exposure. The ratings and DRMR values 

for the 6 rock outcrops at the Portugués dam site are given in Table 5 -7. A GSI value for 
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each location was estimated in the field by Dr. John Kemeny and the author. The range 

and average GSI values are also listed in Table 5 -7. 

Table 5 -7. Summary of DRMR results, including the values of each rating (R1 -R7) for all 
images in Figure 5 -37. GSI values were estimated in the field by Dr John Kemeny and 

the author. 

Location R2 R7 R13 L3 L6 L7 

R1 0.35 0.15 0.15 0.35 0.15 0.35 

R2 0.920 0.925 0.925 0.930 0.928 0.930 

R3 0.498 0.514 0.483 0.447 0.384 0.397 

R4 0.697 0.673 0.820 0.742 0.995 0.531 

R5 0.554 0.526 0.556 0.476 0.529 0.522 

R6 0.906 0.659 0.949 0.622 1.057 0.912 

R7 0.413 0.597 0.261 0.303 0.224 0.416 

DRMR 56.3 53.8 52.1 48.9 52.4 52.9 

Average GSI 45 52 27.5 25 25 55 

GSI High 40 47 20 20 20 50 

GSI Low 50 57 35 30 30 60 

In order to assess the possibility of characterizing a rock mass with data derived 

from a digital image, the DRMR results were compared to estimated GSI values. Good 

correlation was seen for rock masses with average GSI ratings greater than 45. This may 

indicate that the DRMR cannot be applied to poor quality rock (GSI lower than 40). 

When an image contains areas of highly weathered rock, fracture traces often cannot be 

delineated. Thus, length, spacing, and block volume calculations may become skewed. 

This could be a reason why the DRMR overestimated rating for images R13 and L3. In 
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such a case, results from the homogeneity texture operator may provide a better method 

for characterizing a rock mass digital image. 

5.5 Conclusion 

From this field case study conducted at the proposed Portugués dam site in Poncé 

Puerto Rico, several conclusions regarding the application of laser scanning and digital 

imaging for rock mass characterization can be made. The most obvious advantage of 

using these two alternative techniques is the ability to remotely collect fracture data 

within a shorter amount of time. All of the digital images and laser scans presented in 

this thesis, plus additional data not included, were collected in only two days. In some 

locations, the bench face was not accessible and yet fracture orientation data for the 

outcrop was still obtained. This was achieved by constructing targets in the foreground of 

the laser's scanning range instead of placing them against the rock face (Figure 5 -5). The 

versatility of the equipment was also tested by the challenging terrain of the field site. 

The laser scanner and digital camera were transported to several locations by only two or 

three people. 
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Results from this case study provide good indication that fracture orientation can 

be accurately estimated from a rock mass point cloud. Errors in predicted target 

orientations were very low for dip direction and reasonable for the majority of dip angles. 

Further discussion about sources of dip angle errors and how to possibly reduce them will 

be given in Chapter 6. Good correlation between laser fracture orientations extracted via 

both manual and automatic methods was observed in most of the stereo plots. 

Consistency was seen in data from overlapping scans collected on the right abutment. 

Most importantly, several similarities between field and laser derived fracture sets were 

found for both dam abutments. 

Since the rock mass quality at the proposed Portugués dam site ranged from poor 

to good, the ability of the Fx software to automatically delineate a variety of fracture 

surfaces was tested. The 04/29/04 version of the software exhibits some difficulties when 

analyzing point clouds of highly weathered rock masses. Delineating these fracture 

surfaces is challenging since they are difficult to differentiate in a point cloud. 

Specifically for scan L2, where soil was mixed within the decomposed rock, fracture 

surfaces were indistinguishable in a triangular mesh and subsequent patches. Poor quality 

rock masses seem to be a challenging task for automatic and even manual procedures. 

Thus, this may be an area where laser scanning cannot be utilized. 
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Some of the digital images chosen for DRMR analysis were collected from 

blocky outcrops within the dam abutments. In these images, fracture surfaces as well as 

traces are captured. When a fracture set is traced for a surface, two lines representing the 

edges of the surface are delineated (Figure 5 -40). Tracing a fracture set in this manner 

may effect the calculation of spacing and block size. Such over or under estimation for 

these two parameters will subsequently skew the DRMR value for that rock mass. This 

issue may explain the poor correlation observed between DRMR and GSI ratings for 

some of rock exposures. The outcrop at location L6 (Figure 5 -37) was very blocky and 

the resulting DRMR of 52 was significantly greater than the estimated average GSI value 

of 25. In any case, creating a discontinuity trace map for highly weather rock masses can 

be challenging since fractures are usually poorly defined. This may indicate that digital 

imaging techniques also cannot be applied to highly weathered rock exposures. 
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CHAPTER 6 DISCUSSION OF WORK 

6.1 Laser Scanning 

Insight gained from the two field studies conducted on behalf of this research, 

shows that laser scanning can provide an alternative method to traditional mapping 

techniques for collecting rock mass fracture orientation data. Laser derived orientations 

for the US Highway 93 field site, showed good correlation to data collected during field 

mapping. Despite high scatter and data missing from the shadow zone effect, fracture sets 

identified in the southeast and northwest quadrants of contoured stereo plots had 

comparable mean orientation values. 

Results from the Portugués dam case study provided even further confirmation 

that fracture orientation can be estimated from a rock mass point cloud. Several fracture 

sets identified from borehole and subsurface adit mapping conducted by the USACE, 

showed good correlation with data estimated from laser scanning. Good agreement was 

observed in laser data extracted via both manual and automatic patch delineation 

methods. Additionally, consistency was seen between overlapping scans completed on 

the right dam abutment. Quantifying the amount of error in laser derived orientations was 
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achieved by having two targets present in point clouds for the Portugués dam site. When 

comparing predicted target dip direction to measured values, the error in all 12 scans was 

3 degrees or less. The error observed in the dip angle was lower than 5 degrees for half of 

the scans, yet was as high as 12 degrees for two scans. A similar occurrence of greater 

error in dip angle verse dip direction was seen in the simulated fracture surface case 

study. The error in dip direction for most of the scans was 2 degrees or less as compared 

to highs of 6 degrees for dip angle. Two possible sources of higher dip angle errors are 

during patch construction or procedures utilized for orienting point cloud surfaces to a 

real world coordinate system. Point position and distance errors originating from the laser 

scanner are not expected to have any impact based on results from the simulated point 

cloud surface case study. Target patch delineation in this research was completed by 

manual procedures (the least squares method is used to create a best fit plane). Thus, 

having a high amount of noise in the point cloud can cause the dip angle to vary 

depending on where the patch is fit along the target surface. Several procedures can be 

applied to try and reduce the amount of noise for a point cloud surface. The number of 

points in the cloud can be systematically deleted by a process called decimation or a 

larger spot spacing can be chosen prior to scanning. Another option is to select a target 

with good reflective properties such that returns of the laser's optical pulse will be strong 

and consistent for the entire surface. Creating a triangular mesh for the point cloud 

surface before constructing a planar patch may also reduce the amount of variation in dip 

angle. Meshing in the Fx software averages the point locations thus potentially smoothing 

the surface. Effects on target patch construction can also occur from edge interference. 
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However, this can easily be avoided by either deleting the points or by cautious manual 

selection of points. 

A second potential source for dip angle error may be a result of procedures used 

in this research for orienting point cloud surfaces. Human errors associated with 

measuring the maximum angle of inclination for a surface (i.e. dip angle) using a Brunton 

Compass can be as great as +/- 2 degrees. This inaccuracy can potentially be reduced by 

employing standard survey techniques. However, using the Brunton Compass method 

requires significantly less field time than surveying. Another potential issue with 

orientation procedures is using only one surface to rotate patches into a real coordinate 

system. The accuracy may be improved if a second plane or azimuth is added to this 

technique. 

Both field case studies presented in this research were conducted at active project 

sites. Thus, several obstacles typically encountered in engineering projects tested the 

practical use of laser scanning for rock mass characterization. Scans conducted at both 

sites contained several unwanted objects in the point clouds such as vegetation, fallen 

rock and other foreign structures. However, these unwanted objects did not effect 

analyzing the data since they can be deleted from the point cloud or select around in Fx 

software. For some locations at the Portugués dam site, the bench face was not accessable 
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for target placement. This restriction was overcome simply by constructing targets in the 

foreground of the laser's scanning range instead of placing them against the rock face. 

The speed of scanning and the ability to pause during a scan made obstructions such as 

passing automobiles negligible. Additionally, the Optec ILRIS scanner is very portable 

making transportation of the equipment through difficult terrain possible. However, 

during field work where the outside air temperature reached approximately 110 degrees 

Fahrenheit, the scanner did overheat and automatically shut down. 

The quality of rock varied from good to poor at the Portugués dam site. This 

tested the ability of the scanner to work in a range of rock mass conditions. Outcrops with 

good to moderate rock quality showed little or no issues in delineating fracture surfaces. 

However, in poor quality rock masses, differentiating fracture surfaces within the point 

cloud was very challenging. This might prove to be a limitation in which laser scanning 

cannot be utilized. Having a variety of rock mass qualities also tested automatic patch 

delineation procedures used in the Fx software. The optimum mesh and patch generation 

parameters varied based on the size and roughness of the fracture surfaces. No obvious 

trend was observed between the characteristics of the fracture surface and input 

parameters. The sensitivity of the two parameters was also recognized in this case study. 

Varying their input values for a particular point cloud yielded a noticeable difference in 

final patch orientations. 
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6.2 Digital Imaging 

Using digital imaging as a means to collect rock mass data has both advantages 

and disadvantages. One of the major restrictions seen from field work conducted in this 

research, is the need to establish a scale on the rock face. Because the image is a 2D 

representation of the captured scene, having a scale in the foreground of the outcrop will 

cause inaccurate measurements of features on the rock exposure. However, the time 

required for establishing a scale is considerably less then traditional mapping, therefore 

digital imaging significantly reduces the hazards associated with accessing the rock face. 

Another requirement for using this alternative technique is the need to have clearly 

identifiable fracture traces in the resulting image. This limits the distance in which an 

image can be collected; however using a high quality digital camera can reduce this 

restriction. 

Estimating fracture trace data from a discontinuity trace map is a very practical 

and efficient procedure. Fracture length, spacing, and large -scale roughness can easily be 

calculated for an entire rock face using a single digital image. On the contrary, the 

process of constructing a trace map can be somewhat cumbersome and problematic. 

Manual delineation of discontinuity trace maps can be time consuming depending upon 

the number of fractures present in the image. In this research, delineating fracture traces 
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and rock bridges for one image took on average 3 to 4 hours. Since no two individuals 

will produce the exact same trace map, manual tracing of fractures and especially rock 

bridges is affected by human bias. Although these issues are solved by automatic 

procedures, new problems such as false traces created from shadows or mineral lineations 

can occur. Whether manual or automatic procedures are employed, creating a trace map 

for a highly weathered rock mass can be difficult due to poorly defined fractures. Some 

images of highly weather outcrops at the Portugués dam site could not be analyzed 

because the fracture traces were unidentifiable. However, given a digital image with well - 

defined fractures, results from this study showed that trace data can be successfully 

obtained. 

The unique concept of using texture analysis to classify rock masses according to 

their condition (blocky, disturbed, or disintegrated) was tested in this thesis. Results from 

the Portugués dam field study showed that the homogeneity texture operator could 

reasonably group digital images of similar rock exposures. Problems with this technique 

are encountered when shadows and /or vegetation are captured within the digital image. 

Equalizing the image will reduce the effects of shadows, and vegetation can simply be 

excluded when analyzing the image. Currently, the texture analysis procedure requires 

the image to have a resolution scale of approximately 3 pixels per cm. This issue can be 

viewed as a limitation thus; future research should look to incorporate images of different 

scales. 
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6.3 Digital Rock Mass Rating 

The rock mass quality for 6 digital images collected at the Portugués dam site 

ranged from poor to good. For each image, the calculated DRMR was compared to GSI 

ratings estimated in the field. Poor correlation was observed in rock masses with GSI 

values less than 45. Thus, the DRMR technique may not be applicable to poor quality 

rock. Since fracture traces in a highly weathered rock mass can be poorly defined in the 

resulting digital image, this may cause the DRMR to overestimate the rock mass quality. 

Incorrect estimation of fracture spacing and block volumes due to topographic relief in an 

image can also potentially influence the DRMR result. More case studies, especially in 

very good rock masses (GSI greater than 60) are needed to further validate the DRMR 

classification system. 

Other rock mass rating systems such as Bieniawski's RMR and the Norwegian 

Geotechnical Institute's Q system include intact rock strength, groundwater, and insitu 

stress conditions. Such parameters are excluded in the DRMR since they cannot be 

estimated from a digital image. Adding such adjustments to the DRMR may prove to 

increase the accuracy of the rating system. For example, the rock mass captured in image 

L6 gives the impression that the outcrop is of fairly good condition. However, the rock is 
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extremely weak (easily broken apart by one's hand) resulting in a low GSI rating. Thus, 

adding a strength adjustment may improve DRMR results for such cases. 
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CHAPTER 7 FUTURE WORK 

Several difficulties associated with traditional rock mass characterization 

techniques can be reduced or even eliminated by employing laser scanning and digital 

imaging. Typical problems with scanlines and cell mapping included time, access, safety 

and human bias or error. The two field case studies conducted in this research showed 

that issues associated with safety and access are significantly reduced using these 

alternative techniques. However, manual procedures employed during fracture patch or 

trace map generation is still time consuming and influenced by human bias or error. The 

Fx software used in point cloud analysis for both field studies was able to automatically 

delineate fracture patches for good to moderate rock masses. When analyzing highly 

weathered rock mass point clouds in Fx, problems were encountered and further testing 

needs to be conducted. Additionally, a better understanding of how the roughness and 

size of a fracture surface affects mesh and patch generation can aid in optimizing the 

sensitive input parameters. 

Although creating a point cloud for a rock outcrop can be accomplished in a few 

minutes, the procedures used in this research for calculating fracture orientation are not 

time efficient. More specifically, the method to rotate fracture patches into a real 
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coordinate system is quite lengthy. By incorporating orientation procedures into the Fx 

software, the time required for this task can be potentially reduced by half 

Many techniques for automatic discontinuity trace map construction are currently 

available. Employing such procedures will significantly reduce the time required for 

extracting fracture data from digital images. Manual delineation of rock bridges is also 

time consuming and highly subject to human bias or interpretation. Some standard image 

processing algorithms such as "grow" or "dilate" can be potentially employed for tracing 

rock bridges. Reducing human interpretation in digital image analysis is essential to 

calculating an accurate DRMR value for a rock mass. In general, automating fracture 

data extraction procedures for both laser scanning and digital imaging can increase 

consistency in rock mass interpretation and the amount of data collected. 

There are some special cases were laser scanning techniques encounter problems 

with estimating fracture orientation. One problem was observed in the US Highway 93 

field study, where fracture surfaces striking parallel to the scanner's line of sight were 

missed. Although completing multiple scans from different locations or angles can 

overcome this problem, a potential alternative solution may be provided by digital 

imaging techniques. Fractures that strike parallel to the scanner's line of sight can be 

expected to have an easily identifiable fracture trace in an image collected at the same 
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location and angle. Thus, the orientation of these fractures can be obtained from 

analyzing a digital image. Another problem arises when laser scanning is completed for a 

flat rock face. In this case, little to no fracture surfaces are captured in the point cloud and 

calculating orientation data is not possible. When a digital image is collected for a flat 

rock face, fracture traces are often well defined. Therefore, digital imaging techniques 

can again be utilized to estimate orientation data. In conclusion, a more comprehensive 

analysis for a rock outcrop may be achieved by combining fracture data calculated from 

an image and a point cloud. 

An observed limitation for collecting fracture data from a digital image of a rock 

mass is the requirement of establishing a scale in the photograph. In this research, a scale 

was determined by placing an object of known dimensions against the rock face prior to 

collecting the image. An alternative method for establishing a scale may be provided by 

laser scanning. If a scan is conducted for the same outcrop in which a digital image was 

taken, features in that image can be measured within the point cloud. Thus, the need to 

access the rock face is eliminated. This is yet another advantages for integrating digital 

imaging and laser scanning techniques. 

In order to fully quantify the ability of using these two alternative techniques for 

collecting rock mass data, testing must be conducted in a wide range of geologic 
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conditions. From this research, problems were encountered for both laser scanning and 

digital imaging in rock masses of poor quality. Fracture traces were poorly defined in 

digital images and fracture surfaces were indistinguishable in point clouds. This may be 

an area where both techniques cannot be applied; however, continued testing may prove 

otherwise. DRMR analysis was not conducted for rock masses with GSI values greater 

than 60 or for outcrops with geologic structures such as foliation or bedding planes. 

Future field sites should include these rock types in order to further confirm the ability of 

the DRMR to accurately classify rock masses. Since all of the outcrops in which laser 

scanning was conducted were in light colored rocks, no problems with optical pulse 

returns were encountered. Future test sites should include dark colored rock such as 

basalt and coal in order to investigate potential gaps in the point cloud due to poor 

reflectivity. Only continued field testing of both laser scanning and digital imaging will 

be able to fully prove that these techniques can provide an accurate alterative to scanlines 

and cell mapping. 
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APPENDIX A Scanline Survey Data 



Scanline Survey Data 
Project Name US -93 Roadcut Date 5/29/2003 Completed by: University of Arizona 
Rockface Information: Location 5th Bench, Left side Dip 59 Strike N56W Rock Type Granite 
Scanline Information: Total Length 34 meters Alignment Horizontal Units meters 
Site Information: Water dry 

Intersection 
Strike 

Length Aperture Fill 
6 =none 

4= hard <5mm 

2= hard >5mm 
2= soft <5mm 
0= soft>5mm 

Weathering Ja 
1= unalter 
2= slight 
3 =silty 
4 =clay 

6 += thick 

Jr 
3 =rough and 

2= smooth and 
1.5 =rough plan 
1= smooth plan 

0.5= slicks 

6= <1m 

4= 1 -3m 

2= 3 -10m 
1= 10 -20m 
0= >20m 

6 =none 
5= <0.1mm 

4= 0.1 -1mm 

1= 1 -5 mm 
0= >5mm 

6= none 
5= slight 

3= moderate 
1 =high 

0= decomp. 

distance 

0.55 n23e 74nw 4 0 6 3 2 2 

1.28 n34e 75nw 4 1 6 5 1 2 

2.00 n70e 36se 6 0 6 1 1 1 

2.07 n55e 89nw 4 1 4 3 3 1 

2.29 n18w 53sw 6 0 0 3 2 3 

3.00 n7le 58nw 4 0 6 1 3 1 

3.95 n38e 76nw 4 0 6 0 2 2 

5.80 saw 80nw 6 4 6 3 2 2 

5.90 s6w 82nw 6 4 6 3 2 3 

6.49 n65e 66nw 2 1 4 3 2 1 

6.50 n64e 67nw 2 1 2 3 3 1 

7.24 n40e 77se 4 6 6 6 2 1 

7.35 s68e 56ne 6 6 6 3 3 3 

8.20 n30e 76nw 4 1 6 3 2 3 

8.60 n23e 68nw 4 1 4 5 1 1 

10.9 n65e 32nw 2 0 0 3 2 3 

11.41 n17e 59nw 2 0 2 3 1 1 

13.3 n65e 71nw 4 4 5 3 2 2 

13.4 n4le 85nw 4 1 4 5 2 3 

14.8 n10e 50nw 1 1 2 3 2 1.5 

17.0 n30e 83nw 2 1 4 3 2 2 

17.6 n60e 81nw 6 2 4 3 2 1.5 

17.8 n12e 90 4 1 4 3 2 1.5 

18.4 n8e 86se 4 4 6 5 1 1 

19.3 n3Ow 63ne 2 4 4 5 2 1.5 

20.1 n2Ow 57ne 1 0 0 1 2 1.5 

20.3 n15e 83se 4 1 2 3 2 1.5 

20.4 n35w 74ne 1 1 2 3 2 1.5 

21.0 n80e 67nw 4 0 4 3 2 3 

21.4 n18w 59ne 4 0 2 3 2 3 

23.6 n3Ow 72ne 2 1 3 3 2 2 

23.7 n10w 86ne 4 1 2 3 2 1.5 

24.1 n2Ow 56ne 0 0 0 3 2 3 

24.1 s70e 53ne 0 0 0 3 2 3 

25.0 n20e 88se 4 1 6 3 2 1.5 

25.3 n2Ow 27ne 4 0 0 3 2 1.5 

26.0 n10w 83sw 6 5 6 5 1 2 

26.5 n15e 74nw 4 6 6 5 1 1.5 

26.9 n10w 68ne 4 6 6 5 1 2 

27.6 n15e 77nw 4 6 6 5 1 1 

27.8 nl7e 78nw 4 4 6 5 1 1 

28.7 n35w 42sw 1 1 4 5 2 2 

28.9 s86e 78sw 6 1 4 3 2 3 

30.1 n38w 76ne 4 0 0 1 3 1.5 

30.3 n40e 90 0 1 2 3 2 3 



Intersection 

Length Aperture Fill 
6 =none 

4= hard <5mm 

Weathering 
6= none 

5= slight 

Ja 
1= unalter 
2= slight 

Jr 
3 =rough and 

2= smooth and 
6= <lm 
4= 1 -3m 

6 =none 
5= <0.lmm 

distance 
Strike 

2= 3 -10m 4= 0.1 -1mm 2= hard >5mm 3= moderate 3 =silty 1.5 =rough plan 
1= 10 -20m 1= 1 -5 mm 2= soft <5mm 1 =high 4 =clay 1= smooth plan 
0= >20m 0= >5mm 0= soft >5mm 0= decomp. 6 += thick 0.5= slicks 

30.5 n55e 54se 4 0 0 1 2 1.5 

31.0 n5e 80nw 1 4 6 5 1 3 

31.7 n20e 46nw 4 6 6 5 1 1.5 

33.2 n1Ow 44ne 2 4 6 5 2 1.5 

33.7 n52e 84nw 6 6 6 3 1 1 

34.0 n15w 41ne 6 0 0 3 2 3 



Scanline Survey Data 
Project Name US -93 Roadcut Date 5/30/2003 Completed by: University of Arizona 
Rockface Information: Location 3rd Bench, middle Dip 53 Strike N55W Rock Type Granite 
Scanline Information: Total Length 23 meters Alignment Horizontal Units meters 
Site Information: Water dry 

Intersection 
Strike Di P 

Length Aperture Fill 

6 =none 

4= hard <5mm 

2= hard>5mm 

2= soft <5mm 
0= soft >5mm 

Weathering Ja 
1= unalter 

2= slight 

3 =silty 

4 =clay 
6 += thick 

Jr 
3 =rough and 

2= smooth and 

1.5 =rough plan 

1= smooth plan 
0.5= slicks 

6= <Im 
4= 1 -3m 

2= 3 -10m 

1= 10 -20m 
0= >20m 

6 =none 

5= <0.lmm 
4= 0.1-1 mm 

1= 1 -5 mm 

0= >5mm 

6= none 

5= slight 

3= moderate 

1 =high 
0= decomp. 

distance 

0.50 s24w 70se 4 4 2 3 2 2 

1.36 s3w 90 4 5 2 0 3 3 

1.45 s2w 86se 2 4 4 0 2 3 

1.50 s0e 83e 4 4 2 0 3 3 

1.65 sllw 76se 4 1 2 0 3 3 

1.90 n26e 81se 2 1 6 0 3 3 

2.05 s43w 31nw 2 4 6 0 2 2 

2.62 s9w 84nw 2 1 2 3 2 3 

2.76 n20e 70nw 4 5 6 3 2 3 

3.52 n24e 74se 1 4 6 1 3 1 

3.60 s2Ow 86se 2 1 6 1 2 3 

4.09 s22w 63se 6 4 6 1 1 1 

4.31 sl8w 64nw 2 0 6 1 2 2 

4.35 s2Ow 67nw 4 0 4 1 2 3 

4.53 n86e 24se 4 5 6 3 1 3 

4.8 sllw 86se 6 4 6 3 2 1 

4.83 sl6w 87se 6 1 2 3 2 3 

5.2 s37w 34nw 4 0 2 5 3 2 

5.57 n23w 80ne 4 6 6 1 1 1 

5.95 n58w 7lne 4 5 6 0 2 3 

6.15 n6e 74se 4 5 6 0 1 1 

7.03 n16w 83sw 6 5 6 1 1 1.5 

8.76 n78e 72nw 4 1 4 5 1 1 

9.18 n73e 84nw 6 4 6 6 1 1 

9.72 n66e 68nw 4 1 4 3 2 1 

10.32 n68e 85se 1 0 0 3 2 3 

11.26 n2le 86nw 2 6 6 3 1 1.5 

11.3 n62e 31nw 4 6 6 5 1 1.5 

12.4 n65e 22nw 4 6 6 5 1 1 

12.65 n32e 81se 6 4 6 6 1 3 

12.93 n33w 85sw 0 0 0 3 1 3 

13 n70e 60nw 4 1 6 5 1 1 

13.11 n78e 67nw 4 1 4 5 2 1.5 

13.72 n23e 90 4 4 6 3 2 1.5 

15.13 n0e 88e 4 0 4 3 1 1.5 

15.35 n65e 86se 2 6 6 5 1 3 

15.6 n3w 32sw 2 1 2 3 1 1 

15.8 n5w 29sw 2 0 2 1 2 1.5 

16.32 n17e 87nw 0 1 2 3 1 3 

16.4 n57e 62nw 2 1 2 3 2 3 

18.5 n2Ow 68ne 6 6 6 6 1 1.5 

19.3 nlOe 67se 4 0 0 3 1 1.5 

19.85 n5w 60ne 4 1 4 3 2 3 

20.25 n20e 77se 4 1 4 5 1 3 

20.48 n74e 81nw 4 1 4 5 1 3 



Length Aperture Fill 

6 =none 

Weathering Ja 
1= unalter 

Jr 
3 =rough and 6= <lm 6=none 6= none 

Intersection 4= 1 -3m 5= <0.1mm 4= hard <5mm 5= slight 2= slight 2= smooth and 
distance 

Strike Dip 
2= 3 -10m 4= 0.1 -1mm 2= hard >5mm 3= moderate 3 =silty 1.5 =rough plan 

1= 10 -20m 1= 1 -5 mm 2= soft <5mm 1 =high 4 =clay 1= smooth plan 
0= >20m 0= >5mm 0= soft>5mm 0= decomp. 6 += thick 0.5= slicks 

20.7 n26w 65ne 1 5 6 6 1 3 

21.37 n82e 84se 4 1 4 3 2 2 

21.95 n l Ow 76ne 4 4 6 6 1 1 

22.18 nlOe 86se 4 4 6 6 1 1 

23 nlOe 83nw 0 0 4 3 2 3 



Scanline Survey Data 
Project Name US -93 Roadcut Date 5/30/2003 Completed by: University of Arizona 
Rockface Information: Location 2nd Bench Dip 57 Strike N54W Rock Type Granite 
Scanline Information: Total Length 2.8 meters Alignment Vertical Units meters 
Site Information: Water dry 

Intersection 
Strike 

Length Aperture Fill 

6 =none 

4= hard <5mm 

2= hard>5mm 

2= soft <5mm 
0= soft>5mm 

Weathering 
6= none 

5= slight 

3= moderate 

1 =high 
0= decomp. 

Ja 
1= unalter 

2= slight 

3 =silty 
4 =clay 

6 += thick 

Jr 
3 =rough and 
2= smooth and 

1.5 =rough plan 
1= smooth plan 

0.5= slicks 

6= <lm 
4= 1 -3m 

2= 3 -10m 

1= 10 -20m 
0= >20m 

6 =none 

5= <0.1mm 
4= 0.1 -1mm 

1= 1 -5 mm 
0= >5mm 

distance 

0.24 n50w 4ne 2 4 6 3 1 1 

0.3 s75w 17se 4 4 6 3 2 3 

0.54 n6Ow 60ne 2 6 6 3 1 1 

0.67 n65w 58ne 2 1 4 3 2 3 

1.45 n47w 48ne 2 4 6 3 2 3 

2.23 n46w 6ne 4 6 6 6 1 3 

2.74 n45w 42ne 4 0 0 0 3 3 



Scanline Survey Data 
Project Name US -93 Roadcut Date 5/29/2003 Completed by: University of Arizona 
Rockface Information: Location Road Level, middle Dip 58 Strike N55W Rock Type Granite 
Scanline Information: Total Length 32 meters Alignment Horizontal Units meters 
Site Information: Water dry 

Intersection 
Strike 

Length Aperture Fill 

6 =none 
4= hard <5mm 

2= hard >5mm 
2= soft <5mm 
0= soft >5mm 

Weathering Ja 
1= unalter 

2= slight 

3 =silty 

4 =clay 
6 += thick 

Jr 
3 =rough and 

2= smooth and 
1.5 =rough plan 

1= smooth plan 
0.5= slicks 

6= <lm 
4= 1 -3m 

2= 3 -10m 

1= 10 -20m 
0= >20m 

6 =none 

5= <0.lmm 
4= 0.1 -1mm 

1= 1 -5 mm 
0= >5mm 

6= none 

5= slight 
3= moderate 

1 =high 
0= decomp. 

distance 

0.6 sl5w 75se 2 0 6 0 3 3 

0.9 sl6w 68se 1 6 6 0 3 3 

4.7 n60e 54se 2 1 2 0 4 1.5 

5.77 slow 63nw 4 1 4 1 3 2 

6.6 sl4w 81nw 4 1 4 1 2 1 

8.2 sl8w 20nw 2 4 2 1 3 2 

9.05 n43e 76nw 6 0 6 1 1 2 

9.7 slw 61se 4 1 4 5 1 3 

10.1 s7w 84nw 2 4 4 3 3 3 

10.6 s3Ow llnw 2 1 6 5 2 2 

10.8 sOe 84e 2 1 4 5 2 2 

11 n10w 75sw 2 1 4 5 2 3 

13.7 n12e 85nw 6 4 4 5 1 1 

16.5 n54w 77ne 2 1 2 1 4 3 

18 n5e 64se 4 0 0 1 4 3 

19.94 n32w 75ne 2 4 4 3 2 1.5 

20.9 n3e 85se 4 1 2 3 2 3 

22.5 n57e 81se 4 0 0 3 2 3 

23.95 n40e 75nw 4 0 0 3 2 3 

24.3 n45w 30ne 1 1 6 5 2 3 

25.8 n42e 82nw 4 4 4 3 2 1 

26.5 nlOe 80se 4 2 2 3 2 1.5 

26.55 n66e 57se 4 4 6 5 1 3 

27 n35e 84nw 4 1 2 3 2 3 

27 n85e 44nw 4 4 6 5 1 1 

27.5 s86w 87se 4 1 2 3 2 3 

28.45 n14w 86ne 6 0 6 6 1 3 

28.85 n88w 34sw 4 4 6 5 1 1.5 

29.18 n79w 84sw 2 0 2 3 2 1.5 

30.15 s85w 31se 1 0 0 1 3 3 

30.95 n30e 75se 4 0 0 3 2 3 

31.3 n15e 82se 2 0 0 1 4 3 



Scanline Survey Data 
Project Name US -93 Roadcut Date 5/29/2003 Completed by: University of Arizona 
Rockface Information: Location 5th Bench, Left side Dip 59 Strike N56W Rock Type Granite 
Scanline Information: Total Length 3.6 meters Alignment Vertical Units meters 
Site Information: Water dry 

Length Aperture Fill 
6 =none 

Weathering Ja 
1= unalter 

Jr 
3 =rough and 6= <lm 6 =none 6= none 

Intersection 4= 1 -3m 5= <0.1mm 4= hard <5mm 5= slight 2= slight 2= smooth and 

distance 
Strike 

2= 3 -10m 4= 0.1 -1mm 2= hard >5mm 3= moderate 3 =silty 1.5 =rough plan 
1= 10 -20m 1= 1 -5 mm 2= soft <5mm 1 =high 4 =clay 1= smooth plan 
0= >20m 0= >5mm 0= soft >5mm 0= decomp. 6 += thick 0.5= slicks 

0.5 n27e 40nw 4 1 4 3 2 1.5 

1 n10w 61ne 2 4 4 5 1 1 

1.4 n6Ow 15sw 6 0 2 5 1 3 

1.9 n55w 83ne 2 1 2 3 2 1 

3.6 n57w 78ne 6 6 6 0 1 3 
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